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Abstract

Analysis of Environmental Regulations 

and National Culture on International 

Trade and Technology Transfer

Jung-Ah Hwang

Technology Management, Economics and Policy Program

College of Engineering

Seoul National University

This dissertation consists of two essays which anlyze technology commercialization 

on global market. After technology developed, it flows global market through two 

channels; products and technology transfer. Two essays investigated international trade 

and international technology transfers saperately. Although the topic has been discussed 

for serveral decades, these essays investigate unexplored research question taking into 

account the endogenious characteristics of knowledge and national cuture. 

  First essay empirically analyzes international trade (Essay I). Especially the relation 

between regulations and trades are investigates. Regulations have two contradictory 

effects. Regulation has negative effect on compliance sectors. On the other, regulation 

induce innovation. For this, the first essay employes environmental regulations. 
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Environmental regulations negatively affect compliance manufacturers under static 

conditions. However, under dynamic conditions, environmental regulations induce 

environmental innovation and compliance manufacturers adopt the environmental 

innovation. In first essay, the static and dynamic effect of environmental regulations on 

international trade is explored using OECD data. 

Second essay analyzes international technology transfers (Essay II). The essay 

focuses on the relation between technology transfer and national cultures. National 

cultures influence social attitudes towards adopting technology from foreign countries 

and understating the transferred technology. However, the role of national cultures in 

technology transfer is not sufficiently explored. Using 46 countries data, the direct effect 

of national culture and their moderating effects on technology transfer across border is 

investigated in second essay. 

Keywords: Technology commercialization, environmental regulations, trade, 

technology transfer, national culture

Student Number: 2010-31023
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Overall Introduction

Research background1.1

The purpose of innovation is having economic benefits. Firms invest their resources in 

research and development to develop new or more competitive products. Government 

also directly and indirectly supports research and development for economic growth. 

While the efforts for innovation is diversified, the goal of innovation is same, making 

economic benefits. 

To reach the goal, commercializing invented technology is more important than 

creating innovation. Therefore, technology commercialization has drawn the attention of 

researchers for decades. The scope of technology commercialization is various by 

scholars. Cooper (1986) and Lester (1998) mentioned that technology commercialization 

is ‘‘the implement of development process of new product in the aspect of technology 

innovation process.’’ Mitchell, W. and Singh, K. (1996) defined technology 

commercialization as ‘the process of acquiring ideas, augmenting them with 

complementary knowledge, developing and manufacturing saleable goods, and selling the 

goods in a market’. Jolly (1997) stated that it entails ‘‘carrying out the overall process of 

imaging, incubating, demonstrating, promoting, sustaining.’’ Farrukh et al. (2004) 

regarded the scope of technology commercialization as ‘a comprehensive concept of 

process including R&D, manufacturing and supplying a new product.’’ Kimura (2010) 
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recently defined technology commercialization as ‘‘the evolution of a technology under 

an R&D program into a major part of a commercial product available in the market, not 

for demonstration purposes.’’

As above mentioned definition, technology commercialization includes wide range 

and stage. Each area and stage of technology commercialization were researched to figure 

out challenges, barriers, and determinant factors for a decade. All these efforts are made 

to develop more competitive products and sustain their benefits for a long-time. 

This explains why technology commercialization is considered on global scale. 

International business gives firms opportunities to overcome the limitations of domestic 

market and sustain their profits. Therefore, this dissertation look at technology 

commercialization on global market. 

This dissertation analyzes trade (Essay I) and international technology transfer (Essay 

II). Trade and international technology transfers are two channels that technology flows 

to other countries for commercial purpose. After firms develop products, they export their 

products abroad. Or firms transfer their technology to another countries and do business 

abroad. 

Technology innovation and trade, and technology innovation and international 

technology transfer are popular research topic. 

Numerous studies have theoretically and empirically explored the association 
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between innovation and exports. Vernon (1966) was one of the first authors to directly 

link innovation to exports, in his product-cycle model. He suggested that exports typically 

follow firm’s product innovations when the domestic market is saturated, in a process 

which usually starts in advanced countries where markets can pay a premium for

innovation. Hirsch and Bijaoui (1985) also determined that innovative companies had a 

greater exporting propensity. Following researches also gave similar results (Wakelin, 

1998; Caldera, 2010; Lachenmaierand Wößmann, 2006; Bernard and Jensen, 1999; 

Becker and Egger, 2013). 

A part of literature on innovation and export explored export diversification and 

export (Montgomery and Hariha-ran, 1991; Dierickx et al., 1989; Teece et al., 1997; 

Hargadon and Sutton, 2000; Duarte et al., 2007). Xavier Cireraa (2015) recently analyzed 

export diversification and innovation and found that access to existing resources cannot 

account for all observed in firm’s export diversification in Brazil. In their study 

innovative efforts and the strategic positioning of firms in the domestic market are 

crucially important in explaining diversification. 

Some researchers investigated whether innovation affect export in developing 

countries. They pointed out that existing literatures focus on developed countries and 

found that how innovation is related with export in developing countries. Kumar and 

Siddharthan (1994) found that R&D had a positive effect in export performance of Indian 

firms, but only in the case of firms that operate in low-technology sectors. Özcelik and 
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Taymaz (2004) found similar results for Turkish firms, where R&D appeared significant 

but product innovation was not significant in explaining export probability or propensity.

Estradaand Heijs (2006) give similar results in the study on Mexico. They found that 

R&D efforts were important in explaining the probability to export, but the effect of 

variables representing product innovations (such as high number of new products or a 

product diversification strategy) was negative. On the contrary, firms that specialize in a 

single product tended to be more dynamic in the international market. 

Steliana Sandua (2014) analyze the effect of private and public R&D and the level of 

high-tech exports and found that private R&D is more important than public R&D for the 

high-tech export. 

As literatures above mentioned, innovation and export are widely researched. It is 

meaningful that investigating determinant factors in innovation and exports. However, on 

the other hand, it sounds reasonable that some factors induce innovation in some sector 

and the international competitiveness of the sector is increased. 

Therefore, in this dissertation, Essay I looks at the role of regulation and export. 

Regulation induced innovation and export is also explored in many researches as known 

‘technology push versus demand pull’ discussion. Therefore, this dissertation focused on 

the static and negative effect of regulation, and dynamic and positive effect of regulations. 

Regulations have two faces. Regulations makes firms pay compliance costs. It has 
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negative effect of export. On the other hand, regulations induce innovation. Compliance 

sectors will adopt to reduce their burden of complying regulations. Therefore, essay I

explored static and dynamic effect of regulations on export, employing environmental 

regulations. 

Essay 2 analyzed technology transfer. Technology transfer across border has also 

researched for a decade. Technology transfer across border give firm’s opportunity 

expand their business. 

The previous literatures on technology transfer have focused on the absorptive 

capacity of the recipient countries to utilize transferred technology (Cohen & Levinthal, 

1989; Kedia & Bhagat, 1988; Leonard, 1995; Shenkar & Li, 1999). Cohen and Levinthal 

(1989) suggest that absorptive capacity refers to an organizational ability to identify, 

assimilate, and supply the value of new external knowledge for commercial purpose. 

Engelbrecht (1997) who points to the crucial role of human capital both as a determinant 

of countries’ absorption capacity. An important factor that contributes to strengthening 

country’s learning skills is education. As suggested by the results, the larger the stock of 

human, the more able the labor force is in assimilating foreign knowledge. Mowery and 

Oxley (1995) also define absorptive capacity as a broad set of the ability to deal with 

transferred from foreign partners. 

However, it is still questioned that those absorptive capacities are sufficient condition. 

Technology is the accumulated asses of tangible and intangible knowledge and 
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experience. Successful technology transfer means transfer those tangible and intangible 

knowledge. Therefore, it is assumed that national culture of the recipient country 

influence technology transfer. In addition, technology transfer related with openness of 

the recipient country, working process as well as their process of acquiring and using the 

information. Essay 2 explores the role of national culture in technology transfer. 
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Research Objective1.2

This thesis explores technology commercialization on global scale. It looks at two 

empirical cases; trade and technology transfer across border. Trade and international 

technology transfers are channels of commercializing developed technology. First essay 

explores the role of environmental regulations in international trade. Second essay 

investigated the role of national culture in international technology transfer. The research 

questions are as follows: 

(1) (static effect) Do environmental regulations harm international competitiveness? 

(Essay Ⅰ)

� Do environmental regulations discourage export? 

� Do environmental regulations limits access of foreign competitors? 

(2) (Dynamic effect) Do positive dynamic effect offset the negative static effect? 

(Essay Ⅰ)

� Do environmental regulations induce environmental innovation? 

� Do manufacturers adopt environmental innovation induced by environmental 

regulations? 

� Dynamic effect (the spill-over effect of induced environmental innovation on 

manufacturers) offset the negative static effect? 
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(3) Do national culture affect technology transfer? (Essay Ⅱ)

� Do characteristics of transferred technology affect technology transfer? 

� Do national culture affect technology transfer, 

� If both (national culture, and technology characteristics) affect technology 

transfer, do national culture moderate the relationship between technology 

characteristics and technology transfer? 
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Research Outline1.3

Figure 1 illustrates the schematic frameworks of the two empirical studies in this 

dissertation. Technology commercialization includes wide range of discussion, from 

creating idea to sales the products (jolly, 1997). This dissertation focus on final stage of 

technology commercialization. When the technology developed, technology 

commercialization is realized on global market through two channels; export and 

technology transfer. 

Essay 1 empirically analyzes international trade focusing on domestic policy. 

Especially the relation between regulations and trades are investigates. Regulations have 

two contradictory effects. Regulation has negative effect on compliance sectors. On the 

other, regulation induce innovation. For this, the first essay employs environmental 

regulations. Environmental regulations and international trade is reemerged because of 

climate change. The discussion on the relations between environmental regulations and 

international trade is still controversial. 

Therefore, Essay I analyzes environmental regulations and trade performance in 

manufacturing sectors under static and dynamic conditions. This essay investigates

environmental innovation induced by environmental regulations and the spill-over effect 

on manufacturing sectors; determine whether the spill-over effect offsets any negative 

effect found under static conditions; and analyze environmental regulations on import 

side. For this, a trade model is formulated which incorporates the environmental 
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innovation equation. In the Essay I, environmental tax and the emission trading system

are investigated using strong balanced panel data from 19 OECD countries from 1996 to 

2009.

Essay II explores international technology transfer. Especially, the role of national 

cultures in the recipient countries and technology characteristics are investigated. 

Technology is accumulated assets of tangible and intangible knowledge. National cultures 

influence social attitudes towards adopting new technology and understanding transferred 

technology. Therefore, in Essay II, technology characteristics are identified based on 

knowledge features; the influence of technology characteristics and national culture of the 

recipient countries on technology transfer is empirically analyzed; and the moderating 

effect of national culture on the relations between technology characteristics and 

technology transfers is investigated. Cross-sectional data of 46 countries in 2010 is used 

for the analysis. 
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Figure 1. Research outline of the dissertation
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Essay Ⅰ

Analysis of environmental regulations and trade 

performance in manufacturing sectors 

- environmental innovation and its spillover effect 

under static and dynamic conditions -
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Introduction1.1

Global concerns over climate change have forced policy makers to strengthen 

environmental regulations. However, domestic manufacturers have voiced strong 

objections. Domestic manufacturers oppose stringent environmental regulations because 

they increase production cost and hurt international competitiveness over foreign goods. 

On the contrary, some researchers support stringent environmental regulations by 

arguing that they will trigger environmental innovation. The induced innovation will 

offset the compliance cost caused by environmental regulations and increase international 

competitiveness of domestic manufacturing sectors. (Porter & Van der Linde, 1995). 

Recently, citing Article XX of the General Agreement on Tariff and Trade (GATT), 

trade liberalists also argue that environmental regulations will limit the market access of 

competitors and protect domestic manufacturers (Baldwin, McLaren, & Panagariya, 2000; 

Branger & Quirion, 2014; Ekins, 1998). 

In short, while domestic manufacturers insist that environmental regulations harm 

international competitiveness, trade liberalists and some researchers argue that 

environmental regulations will benefit domestic manufacturing sectors by making them 

more competitive internationally. These arguments reflect the incompleteness of studies 

on environmental regulations and international competitiveness. 

This essay identify and analyze the effects of environmental regulations on exports in 

static and dynamic circumstances; analyze the total effect to determine whether the 
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environmental innovative knowledge and its spillover effect in the dynamic situation

offset the negative effect caused by environmental regulations under static 

situations; and analyze the effect of environmental regulation on import. For this 

part of the research, a research model is formulated which incorporates the 

environmental innovation equation, which accounts for the effects of 

environmental regulation on trade performance in static and dynamic situations. 

The paper is organized as follows: in section 1.2, previous literature on environmental 

regulations and innovation as well as environmental regulations and trade is reviewed. 

Section 1.3 and 1.4 describe research framework and model. Section 1.5 reports data. 

Section 1.6 explains and discusses the estimation results and the section 1.7 provides 

conclusion. In the final section 1.8, limitations of this research is explained. 
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Theoretical Background1.2

Environmental regulations and innovation1.2.1

Porter and Van der Linde (1995) insisted that the loss of competitiveness only occurs 

in the static world; in the real, dynamic world, firms respond to evolving business 

conditions. This view suggests that environmental regulations encourage firms to check 

their costs, inefficiencies, and other operations, as well as determine strategies for 

innovation. Because many firms are inefficient in ways that can be addressed, they can 

overcome the burden of environmental regulations and gain an advantage in the global 

market. This premise, known as the Porter hypothesis, has been partially tested by several 

researchers. 

One approach to the study of the Porter hypothesis has focused on the effect of 

environmental regulations on environmental innovation. Lanjouw and Mody (1996)

examined the effect of environmental regulations, measured by pollution abatement 

expenditures, on environmental innovation in the United States, Japan, and Germany. 

Innovation was measured by patent counts and was found to be positively influenced by 

environmental regulations. Frondel, Horbach, and Rennings (2007) analyzed the effect of 

environmental regulations on various types of environmental innovation using facility-

level survey data from seven OECD countries. They found that environmental taxes 

induce all kinds of environmental innovation. 
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Similar results were found in sector-specific (Johnstone, Haščič, & Popp, 2010; Popp, 

Hafner, & Johnstone, 2011) and country-specific studies (Jaffe & Palmer, 1997; Lanoie, 

Patry, & Lajeunesse, 2008). Popp et al. (2011) analyzed the pulp and paper industry in 5 

countries, Canada, Finland, Japan, Sweden and the United States, and found that 

environmental regulations induce environmental innovation. Johnstone et al. (2010)

analyzed five renewable energy sectors, wind, solar, geothermal, ocean, biomass and 

waste in 25 countries and found that environmental regulations are better drivers of 

environmental innovation than are electricity prices. Jaffe and Palmer (1997) analyzed the 

effect of environmental innovation, measured as pollution abatement costs, on 

environmental innovation. In their research, environmental innovation, measured by 

environmental R&D expenditures, was enhanced by environmental regulations. Lanoie et 

al. (2008) analyzed the effect of environmental regulations over time in Canada and 

found that environmental innovation induced by regulations emerged after two to three 

years.

Environmental regulation and export1.2.2

Traditionally, more stringent environmental regulation has been seen harmful for the 

competitiveness of compliant sector in the global market since it increase production cost. 

(Brock and Taylor, 2005; Copeland and Taylor, 2003, 2004). Some researchers argue that 

the loss of international competitiveness would be likely make the compliant firms to 
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move in the lax environmental regulation competitiveness, as known ‘Pollution Haven 

Hypothesis’ or ‘Race-to-bottom hypothesis’. The hypothesis was largely debated with 

many empirical studies but found no robust support. (Bovenberg and Smulders, 1995; 

Antweiler et al., 2001; Bommer, 1999; Ederington et al., 2005; Copeland and Taylor, 

2003; Grether and De Melo, 2003; Letchumanan and Kodama, 2000, Levinson and Taylor, 

2004; Harris et al., 2002; Jug and Mirza, 2005)

However, Porter and Van der Linde (1995) gave totally different arguments. In the real, 

dynamic world, compliance firms can overcome the burden of environmental regulations 

because environmental innovation induced by environmental regulation offset the 

negative effect. This is called ‘innovation offset’. 

These studies were conducted by examining various environmental issues, such as 

SOx and NOx pollution, water pollution, and so forth, in specific sectors. Recently, a few 

papers have analyzed the effect of climate change regulations on various manufacturing 

sectors. Costantini and Mazzanti (2012) classified the manufacturing sector in EU 

countries into four groups based on technology levels, and subsequently analyzed the 

effect of environmental regulations on each one. They found that both high- and medium-

low technology sectors were positively affected by environmental regulations. These 

studies suggested that the positive effect of environmental regulations on exports occurs 

because of environmental innovation; however, these conclusions are based on 

assumptions which have not been empirically investigated under dynamic conditions. 

(Van Beers & Van Den Bergh, 2003). 
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The incentives for adopting environmental innovation are higher as the burden of 

environmental regulations is larger (Porter & Van der Linde, 1995). In other words, 

industries highly dependent on energy shoulder more of the burden of climate change 

regulations and reap more benefits from environmental innovation than do industries that 

depend on relatively low amounts of energy.

Environmental regulation and import 1.2.3

Recently, trade liberalists have insisted that environmental regulations could act as 

non-tariff barriers. To support this premise, they point to Article XX of the GATT,1

which permits nations to prevent the import of specific products (Buterbaugh, 2008; Li & 

Beghin, 2012). The barriers are erected through mandates that require that imported 

products carry specific labels or are created using defined production or processing 

methods. Such trade-restrictive measures protect domestic industries from overseas 

competitors (Demailly & Quirion, 2006; Ekins, 1998; Goh, 2004). 

The potential of environmental regulations to act as non-tariff barriers has been 

discussed in policy and business papers. For example, the United States requires the 

                                           
1 Article XX of the GATT lists general exemptions from free trade regulations. Notably, Article XX states 

that regulations do not apply when “(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health… (g) 

relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made effective in 

conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.”
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inclusion of catalytic converters in automobiles manufactured not only domestically but 

also abroad. US manufacturers had already developed the technologies and know-how. 

Thus, the requirement helps the United States protect domestic manufacturers 

(Buterbaugh, 2008). In another example, under the Montreal Protocol,2 50 member 

countries banned domestic and foreign goods that produce or use ozone-depleting 

substances, such as specific chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) (Zhang, 2009). 

Van Beers and Van Den Bergh (1997) analyzed the effect of environmental 

regulations on three types of import flow: total, resource-based, and non-resource-based. 

The researchers measured composite input- and output-oriented indexes. They found that 

all three import types were positively influenced by environmental regulations. Harris, 

Konya, and Matyas (2002) conducted a similar study in 24 OECD countries from 1990 to 

1996 using composite energy input and output indexes. They looked at total imports and 

dirty industry imports and found that both were negatively affected by environmental 

regulations. Despite the number of papers show that environmental regulations reduce 

imports, few have comprehensively analyzed the situation. In so doing, this paper 

contributes to the debate over climate change regulations.

                                           
2 The ‘Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer’ is the international treaty, designed on 

16 September, 1987 and enforced beginning on 1 January, 1989, to protect the earth’s ozone layer. It bans the 

production and consumption of ozone-depleting substances, specifically CFCs and halons.
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Research Framework1.3

Based on the literature review in section 1.2 the conceptual framework is built as 

follows. In previous literatures, it is found that the effect of environmental regulations 

should be analyzed in various perspective. Various views and insists on the role of 

environmental regulations are exist and they are still controversial. This essay analyzed 

each argument in a comprehensive model. 

Figure 2. Conceptual framework

Traditionally, many researchers and manufacturers insist that environmental 

regulations have negative effect on export. Manufacturing sectors should pay more cost to 

comply environmental regulations. The compliance cost increase production cost such 

that decrease export (Brock and Taylor, 2005; Copeland and Taylor, 2003). Researchers, 

who emphasize the positive role of environmental regulations, also agree with the 
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negative effect of environmental regulations on compliance manufacturers under static 

conditions. 

H1: Environmental regulations are negative to export under static condition

However, environmental regulations has also dynamic effect. Under dynamic 

conditions, environmental regulations trigger environmental innovation. Environmental 

innovation indicates two kinds of innovations; product innovation and process innovation. 

Compliance sectors adopt environmental innovation created within their firms or from 

other firms. This spill-over effect of induced environmental innovation makes compliance 

sectors save cost, acquire premium value, etc. As a result, the dynamic effect of 

environmental regulations offset the negative static effect. 

Incentive for adopting induced environmental innovation will be differentiated 

depending on energy dependency. Compliance sectors which have higher energy 

dependency pay more compliance cost. Therefore, they give more effort adopting 

environmental innovation. 

H2: Environmental regulations induce environmental innovation under dynamic 

condition

H3: Induced innovation and its spill-over effects offset the negative effect caused 

under static condition. 
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H4: The offset effect is higher in highly energy dependent industry because highly 

energy dependent industry has more incentive to adopt environmental innovative 

knowledge. 

Environmental regulations are also expected to influence import as well as export. 

Environmental regulations directly and indirectly affect import. Directly, home country 

requires that imported products carry specific labels or are created using defined 

production or processing methods (Demailly and Quirion, 2006; Ekins, 1998; Goh, 

2004). Indirectly environmental regulations protect domestic manufacturing 

sectors by changing the price system or purchasing behavior of households and 

business sectors (Gulati and Roy, 2015). 

H5: Environmental regulations limit the market access of foreign competitors.
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Model1.4

Model 1 – Environmental regulation and trade 1.4.1

performance

Model 1, which is used to identify and analyze the static and dynamic effects of 

environmental regulations on trade performance, is based on the gravity model. The 

gravity model is widely used in bilateral trade analysis, especially to capture the impact of 

specified factors (Chen & Novy, 2011). Introduced by Tinbergen and Bos (1962), the 

gravity model is based on the premise that bilateral trade is positively influenced by the 

economic sizes of both the export and import countries but negatively influenced by the 

distance between the two countries (as determined by transportation cost). The gravity 

model has been tested theoretically (Anderson & Wincoop, 2003; Evenett & Keller, 1998)

and empirically (Buch, Kleinert, & Toubal, 2004; Portes, Rey, & Oh, 2001).  

Model 1 is specified by the following:

3 5 6 7 8 92 4

1 _ _exp( )( )( )( )( )ijk i j j j i j env i k i ieTr M M Tariff RTA ENV ENV K K ua a a a a aa aa= ········ Eq. (1)
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Where Trijk refers to bilateral trade flows from export country i to import country j for 

industry k. Trijk is a function of the market size in countries i and j (Mi, Mj), trade policy in 

country j (Tariffj, RTAj), environmental regulations in both countries (ENVi, ENVj) and the 

knowledge stock in the environmental sector and the export industries of country i (Kenv_i, 

Kk_i)
3. 

The log-linear form of Eq. (1) in a panel setting is thus given by 

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 _ 9 _

ln ln ln ln

ln ln ln ln

ijk t it jt jt jt

it jt env it k it

Tr M M Tariff RTA

ENV ENV K K

a a a a a

a a a a e

= + + + +

+ + + + +
······ Eq. (2)  

Where Trijkt represents three types of trade flows from country i to country j for 

industry k at time t. Country i is the exporter and country j is the importer in industry k. 

Mit and Mjt, adopted from the basic gravity model, indicate market size in countries i

and j, respectively, at time t. GDP per capita is used as a proxy of market size. 

Trade policy variables: Tariffjt and RTAjt are trade policies in place in country i at time 

t. Tariffit represents the tariff country j places on imported goods at time t. RTAjt refers to a 

regional trade agreement in which trade partner j and home country i join at time t. RTAjt

is a dummy variable. It is 1 if both i and j join in a regional trade agreement and 0 if they 

do not make such an agreement. 

Tariff and regional trade agreements play an important role in international trade. To 

                                           
3

We use a fixed effect model based on the Hausman test. Therefore, the proposed gravity model excludes 
geographical distance, border, language, and colony experience, which are used in the basic gravity model. 
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encourage international trade, trade liberalists have steadily advocated for an elimination 

of tariffs. They also express concern that, even as tariffs are eliminated, environmental 

regulations act a substitute tariff that discourages trade. Despite the potential impact of 

environmental regulation on trade policies, only a few studies have specifically focused 

on environmental regulation and the flow of trade. 

Environmental regulation variables: ENVit and ENVjt are vectors of environmental 

regulations in country i and j, respectively, determined at time t. ENVit is defined as the 

static effect of environmental regulation on export flows. Environmental regulations 

consist of environmental taxes and the emission trading system (ETS).

The environmental tax is a representative market-based instrument. Previous research 

showed that it plays an important role in eco-innovation by changing the price system and 

extending the environmental market (Horbach, Rammer, & Rennings, 2012; Popp, 2005). 

Recently, the introduction of an environmental tax has been actively discussed (Ekins & 

Speck, 2011; Fullerton & Kim, 2008). 

The ETS is another market-based instrument. However, it differs from the tax in that it 

is a quantity-based regulation whereas the environmental tax is a price-based regulation. 

Under the current ETS, emission permits are allocated every year. Compliant firms meet 

their allocation goals by reducing emissions or buying permissions from other firms.

Under the current ETS, the price of permissions is low and unstable (Hoffmann, 2007; 

Venmans, 2012). 

In the model, ENVjt identifies the effect of environmental regulations on imports as a 
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non-tariff barrier. Environmental tax is also analyzed. 

Innovation capacity: Kenv_it is defined as all accumulated environmental knowledge 

from within the company and other firms in the industry as well as intra-industry 

environmental knowledge spillover up until time t. Kenv_it is constructed from the 

knowledge created in model 2. By linking models 1 and 2 via Kenv_it, the dynamic effect 

of environmental regulations on non-environmental sector k’s trade is investigated. Kk_it

represents the knowledge stock in sector k in country i at time t. Knowledge stock is 

defined via Kk_it as all accumulated knowledge within the company and from other firms 

in the industry k until time t.

The incentives for adopting environmental innovation are higher as the burden of 

environmental regulations is larger (Porter & Van der Linde, 1995). In other words, 

industries highly dependent on energy shoulder more of the burden of climate change 

regulations and reap more benefits from environmental innovation than do industries that 

depend on relatively low amounts of energy. Therefore, for this in-depth study, 21 non-

environmental sectors are categorized into three groups based on energy intensity (Miketa 

& Mulder, 2005): high (HG), medium (MG), and low (LG) energy consumption. See 

Table 1.
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Table 1. Three energy consumption group

Energy Consumption Industry ISIC rev.3

High

Paper 21

Printing and publishing 22

Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel 23

Chemicals and Chemical Products 24

Rubber and Plastics Products 25

Other Non-Metallic Mineral Products 26

Basic Metals 27

Fabricated Metal Products 28

Medium

Food products, Beverages 15

Tobacco 16

Textile 17

Apparel 18

Footwear 19

Low

Wood and Products of Wood and Cork 20

Machinery and Equipment 29

Office, Accounting and Computing machinery 30

Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 31

Radio, Television and Communication Equipment 32

Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments 33

Motor Vehicles, Trailer and Semi-Trailers 34

Other Transport Equipment 35

Source: Miketa and Mulder (2005)
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Model 2 – Environmental regulation and environmental 1.4.2

innovation 

Model 2 accounts for the environmental knowledge creation process. In the model, 

the various determinants as well as environmental regulations are analyzed.  

The model is expressed as follows: 

_ 1 2 _ 1 3 4 5env it env it it it itKnow Ks ENV GOV Infb b b b b l-= + + + + + ······················· Eq. (3)

Where Knowenv_it refers to environmental knowledge env created at time t in country i. 

Ksenv_it-1 indicates the knowledge stock in the previous year (year t-1) for the 

environmental sector env in the home country. Even when a particular innovation effort is 

unsuccessful, experience gained from the efforts accumulates and eventually leads to a 

new, successful innovation (Popp, 2002). ENVit is a vector of environmental regulations 

at time t. Environmental taxes, which is used in model 1, are also used in model 2. GOVit

is a vector of government policies that encourage environmental innovation. Government 

policies are represented by financial incentives such as tax reductions and public R&D 

spending on the environmental sector. Public R&D spending is a popular way to boost the 

environmental sector. In an emerging market, such as that associated with the 

environmental sector, the control of uncertainty is important. Public R&D reduces the 
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uncertainty, thereby increasing a firm’s incentive to invest in R&D (David et al., 2000; 

Guellec and Van Pottelsberghe De La Potterie, 2003). Infit refers to the national 

innovation infrastructure, which is defined as all national conditions for innovation, such 

as R&D clusters, intellectual property systems, human capital, and so forth (Falk, 2007; 

Furman et al., 2002).

The environmental knowledge stock is generated as per the Perpetual Inventory 

Method developed by Goldsmith (1951): 

_ _ 1 _ 1(1 )env it env it env itKs Know Ksd -= + - ···························································· Eq. (4)

Where Ksenv_it represents knowledge created in the environmental industry env at time 

t in country i (model 1). Ksenv_it is computed by innovation activity in each industry at 

time t and depreciated past knowledge stock (1-δ1)Ksenv_it-1. The decay rate of the 

environmental sector is reported in the range of approximately 0% to 15% (Bjørner and 

Mackenhauer, 2013; Popp, 2006; Verdolini and Galeotti, 2011). In the current paper, a 10% 

decay rate was used in analyses of the environmental sector.
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Data1.5

Data for model 11.5.1

In this paper, we analyze data acquired from 1996 to 2009 from 19 OECD countries: 

Australia, Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 

Ireland, Italy, Japan, Mexico, the Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the 

United Kingdom, and the United States. OECD countries are steadily eliminating tariffs 

to encourage free trade and are simultaneously strengthening their environmental 

regulations. Thus, OECD countries make good subjects for tests of the role of 

environmental regulations as non-tariff trade barriers. We chose these OECD countries 

because of the quantity of data available on them. 

Previous researchers used unbalanced panel data. However, we constructed strongly 

balanced panel data by merging time series and cross-sectional data from every industry 

in the 19 OECD countries, so that 4,788 observations were analyzed. 

The data of the bilateral trade performance (Trijkt) and market size in countries i and j

(Mi, Mj), measured as GDP per capita, were provided by OECD STAT (OECD). Trade 

volume and GDP were calculated based on 2005 constant purchasing power parity in US 

dollars. Tariff information was obtained from the World Bank database and regional trade 

agreement data were provided by the World Trade Organization RTA database. To 

determine the extent of environmental regulations, we used environmental taxes and ETS 

data from the OECD STAT, World Bank World Development Indicator. 
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics in model 1

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Min Max

Trijkt_h 4788 3570 7570 0.42 99300

Trijkt_m 4788 1020 2130 0.17 17200

Trijkt_l 4788 5060 13400 0.71 133000

Mi 4788 31470 6920 10203 49101

Mj 4788 31470 6920 10203 49101

Tariffj 4788 3.15 2.800873 0.43 18.26999

Environmental Taxit 4788 2.46 0.906353 0.2435 5.188891

Environmental Taxjt 4788 2.46 0.906353 0.2435 5.188891

Knowledge Stockenv_it 4788 1278 2268.026 2.0003 10637.23

Knowledge stockk_it_h 4788 16464 28680.44 22.57371 162966.5

Knowledge stockk_it_m 4788 10961 21413.97 29.2854 133948.4

Knowledge stockk_it_l 4788 24678 45842.92 27.88609 273276.7
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Table 3. Correlation Matrix for model 1

lnMi lnMj lnTariffj RTAf ETS lnTaxi lnTaxj lnKenv_i lnKh_i lnKm_i lnKl_i

lnMi 1.000

lnMj 0.025 1.000

lnTariffj -0.049 -0.392 1.000

RTAf 0.113 0.106 -0.356 1.000

ETSi 0.202 0.097 -0.155 0.125 1.000

lnTaxi 0.314 -0.053 0.074 0.137 0.145 1.000

lnTaxj -0.073 0.217 -0.215 0.164 -0.161 -0.006 1.000

lnKenv_i 0.391 0.009 -0.009 -0.113 0.038 -0.043 -0.005 1.000

lnKh_i 0.516 0.050 -0.074 -0.069 0.189 -0.058 -0.061 0.875 1.000

lnKm_i 0.507 0.052 -0.077 -0.085 0.190 -0.074 -0.061 0.882 0.989 1.000

lnKl_i 0.525 0.054 -0.082 -0.068 0.186 -0.046 -0.067 0.867 0.994 0.985 1.000
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Data for model 21.5.2

Knowledge in model 2 was measured by patent counts, which have been shown to be 

strongly correlated with innovation activity (Artz et al., 2010; Griliches, 1998). 

Knowledge is defined as all tangible and intangible assets gained from innovation efforts. 

Thus, patents were sorted and counted by the priority year and home country of the 

inventor. The data on patent counts were provided by OECD STAT and the data on 

environmental sector patents were provided by European Patent Office PATSTAT. Public 

spending on environmental innovation, which was calculated at 2005 constant purchasing 

power parity in US dollars, was also adopted from OECD STAT. Financial incentive data 

was obtained from the IEA policies and measures database. Number of patents per GDP 

was used as a proxy of national innovation conditions. It was calculated from patent and 

GDP data extracted from the OECD STAT. 
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics in model 2

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Min Max

Knowenv_it 266 193 331 0 1585 

Knowledge Stockenv_it-1 266 1300.544 2282.989 2.050313  10637.23

Environmental Taxit 266 2.46 0.906353 0.2435 5.188876 

Govit 266 180.8597 203.9048 1.314 750.733

Infit 266 0.561622 .4665142 .0034639 2.287974

Table 5. Correation matrix of model 2

KSt-1 Tax ETS Incentive Gov Size

KSt-1 1

Tax -0.2027 1

ETS 0.1034 0.0911 1

Incentive -0.0678 0.1178 -0.3368 1

Gov 0.7181 -0.2462 0.1167 0.0492 1

Size 0.1017 0.2944 -0.1646 0.2401 -0.0963 1
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Results1.6

The results show the static and dynamic effects of environmental regulations. For the 

empirical analysis, the country-specific effects that emerge through use of panel data 

should be treated (Maddala and Lahiri, 1992), and we used the Hausman test, which 

clearly indicated that the fixed effect model is more appropriate than the random effect 

model for both models 1 and 2 . 

Model 1 – Environmental regulation and trade 1.6.1

performance

In Table 6, columns 1(H), 2(M) and 3(L) present the results for the HG, MG, and LG 

categories, respectively. 
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Table 6. Two sides of environmental regulation in short-term and long-term.

Standards errors in parenthesis. Asterisks denote levels of significance: *** at 1%, ** at 5%, and * 

at 10%

H M L

lnMit

0.523***

(0.105)

-0.056

(0.101)

0.398***

(0.109)

lnMjt

1.179***

(0.114)

0.682***

(0.112)

0.988***

(0.119)

lnTariffjt

-0.036*

(0.022)

-0.016

(0.021)

0.070***

(0.022)

RTAft

(dummy)

-0.189*

(0.101)

0.132

(0.099)

0.007

(0,104)

ETS

(dummy)

0.214***

(0.015)

0.212***

(0.014)

0.044***

(0.015)

lnTaxit

-0.153***

(0.018)

-0.018

(0.018)

-0.157***

(0.018)

lnTaxjt

-0.202***

(0.017)

-0.059***

(0.017)

-0.089***

(0.018)

lnKenv_it

0.038***

(0.009)

-0.007

(0.009)

0.023**

(0.010)

lnKk_it

0.016

(0.019)

-0.03

(0.019)

0.035*

(0.018)

CONST
14.794***

(0.311)

17.237***

(0.302)

15.771***

(0.328)

R2 0.41 0.14 0.21
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For most energy consumption groups, the static effect of environmental regulations, 

as measured by environmental tax was negative, as expected. In the HG, the 

environmental regulation coefficient associated with environmental taxes was negative. 

The results confirm that under static conditions, environmental regulations are costly to 

manufacturing sectors. However, the ETS helps exports across all three industry groups, a 

result that supports previous studies and reveals problems with the current ETS (Abadie 

& Chamorro, 2008; Venmans, 2012). Specifically, under the current ETS, allowances are 

freely and overly allocated, which means that compliant firms pay no cost. In addition, 

most previous studies pointed out that under the current ETS system, the price is too low 

and unstable; thus, firms innovate only when they get instant returns (de Perthuis & 

Trotignon, 2014; Hoffmann, 2007). 

As expected, environmental knowledge stock, which indicates the dynamic effect of 

environmental regulations, exerts significantly positive effects on export flows in most 

groups. Environmental knowledge stock is more beneficial to export flows in HG than in 

LG. This finding supports the Porter hypothesis that HG bears more of the burden of 

environmental regulations and thus adopts more environmental knowledge (Porter & Van 

der Linde, 1995).

In addition, environmental regulations trigger environmental innovation and results 

dominant design of de facto standardization, which have large potential for policy makers 

to control innovation activities (Blind, 2013). Standardization fosters innovation activities. 

Standards can explain technological specifics and therefore diffuse state of the art 
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solutions (Swann, 2000). De facto or formal standardization come from environmental 

innovation makes manufacturers more easily adopt environmental innovation.

The import flow coefficients associated with environmental regulations were 

significantly negative in most groups. The findings on imports indicate that 

environmental regulations limit the market access of foreign goods directly and indirectly. 

Directly, environmental regulations protect domestic manufacturers by requiring foreign 

competitors to label goods, acquire certifications, or use specific processes (Demailly & 

Quirion, 2006; Goh, 2004). Indirectly, environmental regulations protect domestic 

manufacturing sectors by changing the price system and purchasing behavior of 

households and businesses (Gulati & Roy, 2015). The results are consistent with those of 

a recent study which found a negative impact of environmental taxes on import flows in 

all manufacturing sectors in the Czech Republic (Kiuila, 2015). 

For HG and LG, the market sizes of exports and imports play an important role. The

associated tariff coefficient was significantly negative for imports in the HG and MG. In 

comparison with that for the tariff, the coefficient associated with a regional trade 

agreement was not significant in the analysis of most groups. 
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Model 2 – Environmental regulation and environmental 1.6.2

innovation

The results shown in Table 7 show the effect of environmental regulations and other 

variables on the creation of environmental knowledge. 

Table 7. Environmental regulation and environmental knowledge creation

Standards errors in parenthesis. Asterisks denote levels of significance: *** at 1%, ** at 5%, and * 

at 10%

Fixed Effect

KSt-1

0.0001***

(0.000)

Tax
0.0820*

(0.047)

ETS(dummy)
-0.0343

(0.055)

Incentive(dummy)
0.0395

(0.085)

Gov
0.0008***

(0.000)

Size
0.4207***

(0.108)

CONST
1.7465***

(0.187)

Log-likelihood -1101.4495
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The analysis of the environmental tax and the ETS are presented in table 7. Table 7

shows that only the effect of environmental taxes was significant and positive. Therefore, 

whereas the effect of environmental taxes is negative in Table 6, the dynamic effect of 

environmental taxes was positive for exports because of environmental innovation. The 

ETS had no significant effect on the creation of environmental knowledge. Our results are 

consistent with those of previous research that showed that the environmental tax, a 

market-based instrument, was a relatively powerful driver of environmental knowledge 

creation (Frondel et al., 2007; Newell, Jaffe, & Stavins, 1999). Under the current ETS, all 

permissions for CO2 emission are allocated at an early stage and no tools are in place to 

manage price fluctuations (de Perthuis & Trotignon, 2014). In environmental sectors, the 

control of uncertainty is important to encourage innovation (Venmans, 2012). Moreover, 

in EU-ETS phase 1 and phase 2, the allowance price has dramatically fallen. The price 

was near 0€ at the end of the phase 1. The unstable market and low price discourage firms 

from investing in long-term innovation (Hoffmann, 2007; Venmans, 2012). 

The coefficient associated with previous knowledge stock, public R&D spending, 

financial incentives, and national innovation infrastructure was significant and positive. 

This result is in agreement with previous literature (David, Hall, & Toole, 2000; Falk, 

2007; Furman, Porter, & Stern, 2002). 
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Comparison of static and dynamic effects of 1.6.3

environmental regulations 

The results in Tables 6 and 7 indicate that environmental regulations affect export 

flows. That is, the environmental tax exerts an influence in both static and dynamic 

conditions. 

Figure 3. The effects flow of environmental tax on exports 

In the case of the HG, when the environmental tax is increased by 1%, exports

decrease by 0.153% and environmental knowledge increases by 0.001%.4 Then, the 

                                           
4 It is calculated using the coefficient of environmental tax in Table 5.
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increased environmental knowledge increases the environmental knowledge stock. The 

change in environmental knowledge stock increases environmental knowledge by 

0.0007%.5 In short, environmental knowledge creation and environmental knowledge 

stock interact with each other. To better visualize the multi-relational nature of these 

factors, the change of environmental knowledge stock over time is simulated. Figure 4

illustrates the simulation result: When the environmental tax is increased by 1% the 

environmental knowledge stock is increased by 0.0017%. 

Figure 4. The simulation result: the change of environmental knowledge and 

environmental knowledge stock

                                           
5 It is calculated using the coefficient of environmental knowledge stock in Table 5. 
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Figure 5 illustrates the static and dynamic effects of environmental taxes on exports. It 

is based on the analysis shown in Tables 4 and 5 as well as the simulation result shown in 

Figure 4. 

Figure 5 Static and dynamic effect of environmental regulation on export.

Figure 5 shows partial support for the Porter hypothesis. Environmental taxes not only 

harm export flows but also trigger environmental innovation. However, the induced 

environmental innovation fails to offset the negative effects of taxes under static 

conditions. The negative effect of environmental regulations on exports is larger than the 

positive effect that is has on the creation of environmental knowledge. 
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Conclusion1.7

As climate change issues emerge, the discussion about environmental regulations and 

international competitiveness is being readdressed, and the various opinions related to 

outcomes have made regulation a controversial issue. Under the traditional view, 

environmental regulations are seen as harmful to international competitiveness, but 

recently some researchers have insisted that environmental regulations positively affect 

international competitiveness through environmental innovation. Trade liberalists insist 

that environmental regulations protect domestic sectors where tariffs have been lifted. 

However, the roles of environmental regulations and non-tariff barriers have not been 

investigated in manufacturing sectors. 

By analyzing the effect of environmental regulations on import and export flows and 

identifying the static and dynamic effects of environmental regulations through 

environmental knowledge creation, this paper contributes to the discussion. 

The results suggest that an environmental tax, which is a market-based instrument, 

affects international competitiveness by simultaneously decreasing exports and limiting 

imports. That is, environmental regulations harm domestic sectors wanting to reach other 

markets through exports but protects them at home from overseas competitors. In 

addition, environmental regulations encourage environmental knowledge creation, which 

means that environmental regulations harm export flows in static situations but encourage 

export flows through the environmental knowledge created in dynamic situations. 
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Furthermore, the results show that the industries that use more energy benefit from a large 

environmental knowledge base. Industries that consume a great amount of energy 

actively adopt environmental knowledge to overcome the burden created by 

environmental regulations. However, the effort to overcome the cost does not totally 

offset the negative effect seen under static conditions. 

The results concerning the ETS show a totally different outcome than that illustrated 

by the analysis using environmental taxes. The ETS increases export flows but fails to 

induce environmental innovation. This finding supports the contention of previous 

researchers who have pointed out problems with the current ETS (de Perthuis & 

Trotignon, 2014; Hoffmann, 2007; Venmans, 2012). 

This study shows that environmental regulations affect international competitiveness 

in various and contradictory ways. Therefore, environmental regulations cannot be 

deemed definitively positive or negative to international competitiveness. However, the 

strengthening of environmental regulations is unavoidable, so it is recommend to use

these findings to further the discussion and inspire additional studies on the various 

effects of environmental regulation on international competitiveness.
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Limitations1.8

This study analyzed environmental regulations from 1996 to 2010. However, after 

2010, environmental regulations becomes stringent. In December 2009, United Nations 

Climate Change Conference (COP 15) was held in Copenhagen, Denmark and resulted in 

the Copenhagen Accord. Based on Copenhagen Accord, industrialized countries have 

submitted their national targets of greenhouse emission reduction for 2020. Developing 

countries have submitted actions for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. 

Te meet the goal, each countries set up the national plans to reduce greenhouse 

emission and introduced environmental regulations. Environmental regulations becomes 

more stringent since 2010. It means that manufactures have more incentive to conduct 

environmental innovation adopt induced environmental innovations. Therefore, it is 

meaningful to investigate the effect of environmental regulations on environmental 

innovation and trade flows using more recent data. 

In addition, the in-depth study on dynamic path that environmental innovation is 

induced and diffused to other industries is also required as future research. For instance, 

when environmental technology is developed, the dominant design or standardization is 

emerged. It triggeres environmental innovations and also encourage that diffusion of 

environmental technoloty to other industries. Standardization reduces the compliance cost 

and makes manufacturing sectors to adopt environmental innovation more easily. This

essay found that the dynamic effect of environmental regulation exist. However the 
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process of dynamic effect, which came from environmental innovation to other industries,

is not sufficiently explained. Therefore, it is also meaningful to inverstigate detail process 

of environmental regulations and how the process is differenciated depending on the type 

of environmental regulations. 
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Essay Ⅱ

International Technology Transfer

in National Cultural Context 6

                                           
6 This work was supported by the Seoul National University Research Grant in 2016.
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Introduction 1.1

One of the way of technology commercialization on global market is transferring 

technology across border and making a profit via foreign direct investment, joint venture, 

license etc. The success of technology transfer is a key factor of technology 

commercialization on global market (Kazanjian, Drazin, & Glynn, 2000; Purser, Pasmore, 

& Tenkasi, 1992). However, technology transfer from one country to another countries 

where have different culture, are challenging (Gupta & Govindarajan, 1991). 

Most previous studies on technology transfer across border have focused on 

absorptive capacity such as human capital and the level of science and technology 

innovation. However, it is still questioned that those absorptive capacities are sufficient 

condition. Some researchers report that the rate of adoption across countries diverges 

considerably regardless of the income level (Erumban & de Jong, 2006). Technology is 

the accumulated asses of tangible and intangible knowledge and experience. Successful

technology transfer means transfer those tangible and intangible knowledge. 

National culture reflects a country’s central tendency such as preferences, values and 

beliefs (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010; Taylor & Wilson, 2012). National culture 

provides the foundation of sampling information, weighting messages contained in

sampled information, connecting the sampled information with other information, 

delivering information to other people and the style of communication to deliver the 

message. It means that national culture is closely related with technology transfer. 
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National culture influence on searching, recognizing, understanding and acquiring 

knowledge of technology and communicating with foreign partners in the process of 

technology transfer. 

Thus, in this essay, the role of national culture on technology transfer across border is 

explored. Especially, the moderating effect of national culture on the relationship between 

technology characteristics and technology transfer is analyzed as well as direct effects of 

national culture. For this, the characteristics of technology is clarified, the effect of 

characteristics of technology and national culture on technology transfer is analyzed 

separately and it is investigated how national culture moderates the effect of 

characteristics of technology on technology transfer. With cross-sectional data covering 

46 countries, the effect of national culture on technology transfer, and its moderating 

effects are empirically analyzed. 

The chapter proceeds as follows. Section 1.2 provides the theoretical background. 

Section 1.3 and 1.4 describe research framework and model. Section 1.5 reports data. 

Section 1.6 explains and discusses the estimation results and the section 1.7 provides 

conclusion. In the final section 1.8, limitations of this research is explained.
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Theoretical Background 1.2

Technology transfer in endogenous growth theory1.2.1

Technology inflows from the other geographic location appears to be an important 

input in the endogenous growth theory (Liu, 2008; Rivera-Batiz & Romer, 1991; P. M. 

Romer, 1990). Most literatures on international technology transfer assumes that 

technology is transferred by trade, foreign direct investment, cross-border movement of 

person, and licensing (Maskus, 2004). 

Among four channels of technology transfer, trade is one of the major channel of 

international technology transfer (D. T. Coe & Helpman, 1995; Keller, 1998; Rivera-Batiz 

& Romer, 1991). Trade in capital goods directly improve productivity by being placed 

into production process and have indirectly transmitting technology information (D. T. 

Coe & Helpman, 1995)

D. T. Coe and Helpman (1995) investigated the impacts of international R&D stock, 

weighted by import shares, on total factor productivity as a proxy of technological change.

Сое, Helpman, and Hoffmaister (1997) conducted similar analysis technology trasnfer, 

measured by trade, from OECD countries to developing countries. In the research, when 

the share in GDP in imports of machinery and equipment from OECD countries is 

increased by one percent, the total factor productiviey in developing countries is 

increased by 0.3 percent per year. Schiff and Wang (2006) and Xu and Wang (1999)
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provided similar results. Xu and Wang (1999) analyzed the effect of trade in capital goods 

on productivity and found that productivity is improved. They explained the results that 

trade results reverse engineering and demonstration impact and therby indirectly improve 

productivity as well as direct improvement effect. Schiff and Wang (2006) also provides 

stronger evidence that foreign R&D is indirectly transferred through trade. 

Another major channel of technology transfer is foreign direct investment (FDI) 

through multinational enterprises (MNEs) (Xu, 2000). MNEs are expected to transfer

technological knowledge and know-how to their subsidiaries in recipient countries so that 

produce new or more efficient proucts (Haskel, Pereira, & Slaughter, 2007; Liu, 2008).

Haskel et al. (2007) analyzed the productivity of U.K. manufacturing firms from 1973 to

1992. They found that FDI at the industry level influence positively on the improvement 

of total factor productivity of domestic plants. Liu (2008) analyzed the effect of firm-FDI 

and sectoral FDI and found that sectoral FDI developed total factor productivity in China.

Technology is also transferred by human capital moved from headquarter to 

subsidiaries in other countries (Fosfuri, Motta, & Rønde, 2001). Licensing and cross-

border movement of personnel are additionally considered as another channels of 

technology transfer. 

International technology transfer is a costly, time-intensive, and knowledge-intensive 

process. Therefore, it cannot be successfully transferred by passive recovers. The success 

of international technology requires absorptive capacity. Absorptive capacity is firstly 

defined by Wesley M. Cohen and Levinthal (1990) at firm level. After that, following 
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researchers entensively analyzed absorptive capacity. Dahlman and Nelson (1995)

employed the concept of absorptive capacity and defined national absorptive capacity. 

According to their definition, national absorptive capacity refers to the ability to learn, 

understand and implement the technologies. P. Romer (1993) explained that the rapid 

development of East Asia countries is occurred by the high level of national absorptive 

capacity. 

National absorptive capacity consists of two sub-sectors; national technology 

capability, and human capital (Criscuolo & Narula, 2008; Isaksson, 2007; P. M. Romer, 

1990). National technology capability means the ability to search, find appropriate 

technology and assimilate them with existing technology. It is determined by R&D efforts. 

Qualified human resources have higher ability of searching external knowled, understing 

and evaluating them, and finding how to utilize them. Therefore, human capital is 

measured as a proxy for absorptive capacity (Borensztein, De Gregorio, & Lee, 1998; Xu, 

2000).

Borensztein et al. (1998) and Xu (2000) have found absorptive capacity has a 

positive import on economic growth by absorbing transferred technology. In their 

research, FDI positively affect income growth in developing countires where have a 

certain level of human capital. Borensztein et al. (1998) analyzed FDI data from OECD 

countries to 69 developing countries. In their study, FDI positively influenc on income 

growth in the recipient countries only when the recipient country had a certain level of 

human capital. Xu (2000) analyzed the effect of MNEs to productivity growth in 40 
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countries provided two groups – developing countries (DCs) and less developed countries

(LDCs) from 1966 to 1994, and found that US MNEs contributed to the productivity in 

developing countries which have high level of human capital. Сое et al. (1997)’s research 

also similar results. The country with higher level of human capital absorb more 

technology transferred FDI. 

Previous literature consider trade and FDI as the major technology transfer. Trade 

and FDI transfer technology from source countries to the recipient countries. However, 

the objective of trade and FDI is not transferring technology. Therefore, the determinant 

of technology transfer is not sufficiently investigate using trade and FDI. Recently, some 

researchers investigated technology transfer using patent data (Dechezleprêtre, Neumayer, 

& Perkins, 2015; Haščič & Johnstone, 2011). Haščič and Johnstone (2011) proposed new 

measurement of technology using patne information. Using patent information, they 

investigated the effect of CDM(Clean Development Mechanism) policy on technology 

trasnfer in wind power sectors. The analysis covered 100 countries during the period 

1998-2008. As controla variables, market potential measured by supply capacity and 

absorptive capacity measured by wind ptent in the recipient countries were employed. 

Dechezleprêtre et al. (2015) employed Haščič and Johnstone (2011)’s idea and analyzed 

technology transfer in automobile industry from 1992 to 2007 in OECD countries and 

found that EURO equivalent regulations and its similiaity positively influence on 

technologyt transfer. 

This essay also developed the research of Haščič and Johnstone (2011) and 
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investigated the effect on national culture on technology transfer. 

National Culture1.2.2

Several researchers investigated national culture and provides several dimensions. 

Among them, Geert Hofstede conducted one of the most comprehensive studies. He 

investigated how national culture influence on individual, workplace and social system. 

In 1967 and 1973, he analyzed surveyed data of IBM employees in 70 countries. 

Hofstede first used the 40 countries with the largest groups of respondents and afterwards 

extended the analysis to 50 countries and 3 regions (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 

2010). In his first study, he explained four dimensions of national culture; vertical versus 

horizontal, individual versus collectivism, masculinity versus feminity, uncertainty 

avoidance versus uncertainty acceptance.

First dimension in Hofstede’s study is vertical versus horizontal. Vertical versus 

Horizontal indicates the national culture about the relations between people in the nation. 

Vertical culture is defined as the extent to which people accept and understand that power 

and role of members are unequal. In vertical culture, organizations have a hierarchical 

system. Role and power of members in organizations are clearly assigned. Boss in the 

organizations has more power and other members depend on their boss (Hofstede, 

Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). 
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The Second dimension is individual versus collectivism. Individual versus 

collectivism is the interest of the members in the nation. In individualism country, people 

has higher priority on their own interest. Therefore, people in individual culture are 

supposed to act according to their own interest. People are expected to act not only for

their psychological needs also economic goals. Since people have individual interest, in 

the vertical culture, people are positive towards what is new. In individual culture, people 

are educated to cope with new, unknown and unforeseen situations (Hofstede, Hofstede, 

& Minkov, 2010). The learning is not ended in the school. It continue in life. 

In comparison with individual culture, people in collectivism culture have higher 

priority on interest of their ingroup. The interest of their society has higher value than 

their personal interest in collectivism culture. Harmony is the most important value in 

collectivism culture. Therefore, people more tend to act for the interest of their ingroup 

even if it is not coincide with their personal interest. 

The third dimension is masculinity versus feminity. The concept is based on the 

distinct of gender role. In masculinity culture, children are educated to be ambitious and 

competitive (Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). People compete each other and 

admire the strong. On the other hand, in feminine culture, people are not competitive. 

Children are educated to compromise and negotiate for resolving conflicts (Hofstede, 

Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). 

Uncertainty avoidance versus uncertainty acceptance is the fourth dimension of 

Hofstede’s research. Uncertainty avoidance indicates the level of anxiety which people 
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have in uncertain situations. In strong uncertainty avoidance countries, people have 

anxiety on the unpredictable situations. Therefore, people tends to be conservative

(Hofstede, Hofstede, & Minkov, 2010). In otherwise, in the strong uncertainty acceptance 

countries, risky and uncertainty task are more easily accepted. 

Long-term orientation is the last dimension of national culture. It refers to the 

importance of future. The long-term orientation countries tend to plan, develop and act 

for future goals (Trompenaars & Hampden-Turner, 2010). People in the long-term 

orientation countries are encouraged to generate new ideas and implement them for the 

better future. 

National Culture, technology innovation and transfer1.2.3

As explained in section 1.2.2, each country has different culture. The differences 

between the cultural patterns strongly influence people’s behavior, psychological system 

and social system. Therefore, it is also assumed that national culture influence technology. 

Most papers on national culture and technology have focused on innovation activities 

rather than technology transfer. They have stressed the importance of investigating 

culture when studying innovation. Erumban and de Jong (2006), Taylor and Wilson (2012)

and Westwood and Low (2003) stressed the importance of investigating culture when 

studying innovation. Innovations are closely related with uncertainty and changing 

routine and attempting new idea. Innovation is always uncertain and challenging.
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Behavior towards new and uncertain ideas, and social system to realize new indea is 

different in each culture. Therefore, the effects of national culture are investigated.

Shane (1992) analyzed national culture and innovation in 33 countries during four 

years. Using patent statistics, he found that countries with higher level of individualism is 

more innovative regardless of national economic position. However, high level of 

verticalism and uncertainty avoidance is negatively correlated with innovation. Taylor 

and Wilson (2012) categorized collectivism more detail; patriotism, nationalism, familism

and localism. They analyzed innovation, measured by patent and publication, in 62 

countries. In general, collectivism harm innovation but certain type of collectivism, 

patriotism and nationalism, foster innovation. Nationalism and patriotism encourage 

society-wide efforts in science and technology. Erumban and de Jong (2006) analyzed 

ICT innovation in 42 countries and found that verticalism and uncertainty avoidance paly 

determinant role. Williams and McGuire (2010) investigated the effect of national culture 

on innovation throught two phase. First phase is economic creative and the second phase 

is innovation implementation. In the study, they found a negative effect of uncertainty 

avoidance on new technology. But Kaasa and Vadi (2010) explains that vertical culture is 

positive to innovation.

In comparison with research on innovation and national culture, the relation between 

national culture and technology transfer is investigated in only a few papers (Cummings 

& Teng, 2003; Dögl, Holtbrügge, & Schuster, 2012). 

Cummings and Teng (2003) investigated R&D knowledge transfer from headquarter 
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to subsidiaries in another countries. In the study, they emphasized the tacit knowledge and 

figure out how tacit knowledge can be successfully transferred. At firm level, they 

concluded that project priority, learning culture were important factors of technology 

transfer. Recently, Dögl et al. (2012) analyzed the renewable energy transfer from 

Germany to India and China and explained that high level of uncertainty avoidance and 

masculinity are one of reasons which successfully transfer of renewable energy. 

Table 8. Effects of national culture on innovation

Author Industry/Country National Culture Effect 

Shane (1992) 33 countries

Individualism Positive

Verticalism Negative

Uncertainty avoidance Negative

Taylor and 

Wilson (2012)

62 countries Collectivism

- Patriotism, Nationalism

Positive

Collectivism 

- Familism, Localism

Negative

Williams and 

McGuire (2010)
63 countries

Uncertainty avoidance, 

Verticalism

Negative

Individualism Positive

Kassa and Vadi

(2010)

European Countries Vertical Positive

Erumban and De 42 countries, Uncertainty avoidance
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Jong (2006) ICT industry Verticalism

Table 9. Effects of national culture on technology transfer

Author Industry/Country National Culture Effect 

Cummings and 

Teng (2003)

Headquarter to 

subsidiaries

Project priority

Learning culture
Positive

Dögl et al. (2012) Renewable energy
Uncertainty avoidance

Masculinity
Negative

National culture and adoption1.2.4

The differences between the cultural patterns of the societies strongly influence 

attitudes towards adoption incl. technology

Bhagat, Kedia, Paula, and Triandis (2002) categorized cultures into two dimension -

vertical versus horizontal, individualism versus collectivism – and conceptually studied 

the relationship between culture and knowledge adoption. In his study, national culture, 

therefore categorized under four cultures. 1) Vertical individualism, 2) Vertical 

collectivism, 3) Horizontal individualism, 4) Horizontal collectivism.

Vertical individualism refer to a cultural pattern of countries where people interested 

in their own interest but also respect unequal power, status of individual at the same time. 
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This cultural pattern is the dominant pattern and found in France, Germany, the United 

Kingdom, and the United States etc. Vertical collectivism is a cultural pattern of countries 

where has higher priority on in-group’s interest but people think that each person has 

different status and thereby different power and role. However, horizontal collectivism 

culture emphasize oneness of their ingroup and group members have similar status. China, 

Korea, Singapore, and India have vertical collectivism and Israel and Japan belong to 

horizontal collectivism. Horizontal individualism indicates a cultural pattern of countries 

where people consider each person is independent of their group and have equal status. 

Australia, Denmark and Sweden have horizontal individual culture. 

Table 10. Cultural pattern of countries

National Culture Countries

Vertical Individualism France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the United States

Vertical Collectivism China, Korea, Singapore, India

Horizontal Individualism Australia, Denmark, and Sweden

Horizontal Collectivism Israel, Japan

Source: Bhagat et al. (2002)

While Bhagat et al. (2002)’s research categorized the characteristics of knowledge 

and national culture, they matched characteristics of knowledge with individualism and 

collectivism. Table 9 shows which culture, individualism and collectivism, is more 

suitable for knowledge characters (i.e., simple versus complex, tacit versus explicit, and 
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independent versus systemic).

Table 11. Knowledge characteristics and national culture (individualism versus

collectivism)

Individualism Collectivism

Simple Vs Complex No distinct preferences

Tacit Vs Explicit Explicit Tacit

Independent Vs Systemic Independent Systemic

Source: Bhagat et al. (2002)

However, they concluded that knowledge transfer across border will be successful 

when countries receive knowledge from countries where have similar cultures. 

National culture and acceptance are researched in various field as well as knowledge 

management. Bhardwaj, Dietz, and Beamish (2007) researched the influence of host 

country culture on foreign direct investment (FDI) of 43 nations using hierarchical 

multiple-regression analysis. This research investigated the role of uncertainty avoidance 

and trust. The results in the study show that the high level of uncertainty avoidance is a 

barrier of FDI. In countries with high uncertainty countries people are threatened by 

unfamiliar things. Their attitudes towards foreign firms are negative. It becomes 

additional barriers to foreign firms (Bhardwaj et al., 2007). Foreign firms face additional 

cost when doing business in foreign nations (Dunning & Lundan, 1993; Zaheer, 1995). 

This is named “liability of foreignness” (Miller & Parkhe, 2002; Parkhe, 1998; Zaheer, 
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1995).

On the other hand, the results show that high level of trust helps to host FDI. Trust is 

the expectation of honest cooperative behavior of a partner. It is important determinant in 

the relationship between host country and foreign investors (Fukuyama, 1995). When 

foreign firms invest in countries with high level of trust, the necessity to check and 

supervise their partners becomes smaller. In addition, high level of trust increase the 

efficiency and performance of FDI (Aulakh, Kotabe, & Sahay, 1996; Child, 2001; 

Fukuyama, 1997; Parkhe, 1999)

Characteristics of Knowledge1.2.5

This chapter considers national culture as a significant factor because national culture 

affects the acceptance of knowledge embedded in technology. Therefore, the 

characteristics of knowledge in previous literature are explored. Knowledge is often 

changed with information. However some researchers insist that two terms are distinct 

(Bhagat et al., 2002; Davenport & Prusak, 1998). Knowledge is the notion that includes 

information, data and experiences. Davenport and Prusak (1998) define that ‘knowledge 

is a fluid mix of framed experience, important values, contextual information, and expert 

insight that provides a framework for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and 

information.’

In terms of technology, knowledge includes written documents, fictures, practivies, 
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routins and know-how of engineers and organization. 

1.2.5.1 Tacit knowledge versus explicit knowledge

Among various classification of knowledge, tacit versus explicit has a long history. In 

1966, Polanyi (1966) introduced ‘tacit knowedge’. In his book, he said that ‘we can know 

more than we can tell’, which is called ‘tacit knowledge’. After that many reserachers 

classified human knowledge as ‘explicit or codifice knowledge’ versus ‘tacit knowledge’ 

and investigated role and effect of tacit knowledge. 

Bhardwaj et al. (2007), explained in section 1.2.4 also used explicit versus tacit 

knowledge as one of knowledge classification. Gorman (2002) also developed the study 

on tacit knowledge and figure out tacit knowledge embedded in technology. He explained 

that there are four type of tacit knowledge exist in technology; declarative, procedural, 

judgement and wisdeom. Declarative refer to human memory for information, facts and 

data. The assimilation of memory in a certain situation is procedural. Technician’s skill 

and know-how belong to procedural knowledge. Judgement means that technician’s 

ability to recognize problem and fine the solution. Wisdom is smilar to judgement but not 

same. Wisdome required moral judgement of technicians. As smiliar to explicit or 
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codified knowledge, Cummings and Teng (2003) introduced ‘embeddedness’. It indicates 

the density of knowledge embedded in products, people, tool, routine and organization 

(Argote & Ingram, 2000). High level of embeddeness makes that transferin and absorbing 

are more difficult and reuires higher absorptive capacity in the recipient countries. 
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1.2.5.2 Complex knowledge and Simple knowledge

Another classification of knowledge is simple versus complex. This is similar to 

discrete versus complex. In comparison with the concept of tacit knowledge and explicit 

knowledge, discrete and complex are relatively newly emerged concept. But the 

distinction between discrete and complex technologies is widely accepted in the literature 

(Cohen, Nelson, & Walsh, 2000; Hall, 2004; Kusunoki, Nonaka, & Nagata, 1998).

Simple knowledge means that the information is independent. Simple knowledge is 

not comlicately relatied with other knowledge. In terms of technology, simple technology 

has strong product-patent link (Wesley M Cohen, Nelson, & Walsh, 2000; Shapiro, 2001; 

von Graevenitz, Wagner, & Harhoff, 2011). 

Complex knowledge, in comparison with simple knowledge, indicates that the 

knowledge is related with other relevant knowledge and sometimes it is complicate so 

that it is hard to recognized and understand the structure of knowledge (Bhardwaj et al., 

2007). In terms of technology, complex technology is a patent linked with other firms 

(von Graevenitz et al., 2011). 

Complex knowledge requireds many relevant knowledge to transfer. Therefore, 

complex knowledge incl. complex technology is difficult to be transferred and also 

absorbing. 
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Research Framework 1.3

Research frame work for model 1 – Direct effect1.3.1

Based on the literature review in section 1.2. the conceptual framework is built as 

follows. 

Figure 6. Conceptual framework for Model 1

In previous literatures on characteristics of knowledge and technology, simple versus 

complex, independent versus system, discrete versus complex, and tacit versus explicit 

are used to explain the characteristics of knowledge and technology. Among them, in this 

chapter technology characters is distinct between simple versus complex, tacit versus 

explicit. 

The transferred technology is categorized by industry. Complex indicates the level of 
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technology network. Complexity shows how many sub-technology is incorporated in 

each industrial technology. Tacit refer to uncodified level of the technology. The 

industrial technology with high level of complexity and tacitness required more time and 

information to successfully transfer to partner country (Graud and Nayyer, 1994; 

Davenport and Prusak, 1998). It is hypothesized that if the transferred industrial 

technology is tacit and complex, then it is more difficult to transfer and to absorb. 

H1: The characteristics of technology affects technology transfer 

In literature review in section3.2. National cultures in the recipient countries affects 

countries’ attitude towards unfamiliar things, especially from other countries. Therefore it 

is hypothesized that national cultures - vertical versus horizontal, individualism versus 

collectivism, masculinity versus feminity, uncertainty avoidance, and long-term - affect 

technology transfer. Besides the characteristics of technology and national cultures, 

human capital, industrial innovation capacity, and market size are included in the 

framework. Absorbing technology requires specific skills in the field or specialized 

knowledge. Thus, human capital plays a crucial role in technology acquisition. Many 

researches pointed human capital as a determinant of countries’ absorptive capacity 

(Barro & Lee, 2013; D. Coe, Helpman, & Hoffmaister, 2009; Engelbrecht, 1997).

With the role of absorbing capacity, industrial innovation capacity also indicates the 

national innovation condition in transferred technology. The effect of national innovation 
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condition is controversial. When innovation is more actively created and supported by the 

recipient countries, incentive to acquire new technology becomes higher. On the other 

hand, some researchers insists that the better innovative condition decreases absorbing 

transferred technology. In the country with good innovative condition, there are sufficient 

technology. Accordingly, the needs for new technology is low. 

The objective of technology transfer across border is to commercialize the 

technology on global scale. Firms transfer their technology to another country to expand 

their business. When the market size is better in the recipient country, there are more 

opportunity of business. Therefore, it is expected that the market size positively affect 

technology transfer.

H2: National culture affects technology transfer 
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Research framework for model 2 – Moderating effect1.3.2

The direct effect of national culture on technology transfer in research framework 1 

refer to societies’ attitudes towards something new. In section 3.2, it is found that there 

are additional effect of national culture on knowledge acceptance. Therefore, research 

framework 2 was built to investigate the moderating effect of national culture on 

complexity and tacitness of technology transfer.  

Previous literatures reviewed on section 2.2 confirm that technology does not only 

mean the visible products, documents. Technology is the tangible and intangible assets. 

The engineers’ know-how, skills, managerial ability etc. are required to successfully 

transfer or acquire technology. On the other hand, technology is complicated linked with 

Figure 7. Research Framework for Model 2: the model for moderating effect
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other technology. The ability to understand and consider the network of technology is 

also required to successfully acquire the technology. 

National culture influences how people are educated, trained in a society. The style 

of understanding knowledge, considering the related information, and collaboration is 

differentiated by their culture. Accordingly, it is hypothesized that national culture, which 

investigated in research framework 1, moderates the negative effect of technology 

characteristics on technology transfer. 

In vertical culture, people are trained to recognize and understand the structure of 

organization (Hofstede et al., 2010). Therefore, they are more ability to capture and 

understand the structure of transferred technology and use the transferred technology with 

the other related technologies. It is hypothesized that vertical culture moderates the 

negative effect of technology complexity on technology transfer. 

In Individualism society, people tend to focus on their own goals and satisfaction. 

National system also support people to pursue their interest. Therefore, various 

experience is accumulated in the individualism society. The individual society has more 

experts in various filed. Tacit and complex technology can be acquired by a single expert 

(Rycroft & Kash, 1994). Therefore, it is expected that individual culture helps 

understating complex and tacit knowledge. 

Masculinity society is prefer competition and more conservative. People in 

masculinity culture does not well understand other persons’ intention. Therefore, it is 

expected that masculinity cultures weak to capture the tacit knowledge embedded in 
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technology and recognize the complex structure of technology. However, in some 

literatures insists that masculinity culture has no relation with innovation. 

Complex and tacit technology is difficult to transfer. It requires more time, 

information, and effort to transfer rather than simple and explicit technology. Transfer of 

complex and tacit knowledge has higher risk and requires more time. Therefore, low level 

of uncertainty avoidance and high level of long-term orientation moderate the negative 

effect of technology characteristics on technology transfer. 

H3: National culture moderates the effect of technology characteristics on 

technology transfer. 
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Model 1.4

Model 1 1.4.1

Model 1 is constructed to analyze the effect of national culture and technology 

characteristics on technology transfer. To analyze the effect of national culture and 

technology characteristics on technology transfer, the model is specified by the following: 
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Where Trijk represents technology transfer from the source country i to recipient 

country j for industry k. Technology transfer is measured by the number of patent. Source 

country i represents the priority office and recipient country j represents the duplicate 

office.

Complexityk and Tacitnessk is the characteristic of technology of industry k. 

Complexity represents the level of the technology interconnection in industry k. Tacitness 

represents the uncodified level of the technology in industry k. It is expected that the 

complexity and tacitness of the technology negatively affect technology transfer. 

Verticalj, Individualismj, Masculinityj, Uncertainty Acceptancej, Long-term 
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Orientationj are the national culture in the recipient country j. Verticalj refers to the level 

of vertical culture in country j. The recipient country with high level of vertical culture is 

expected to acquire more technology from their partner country. The organizations in 

vertical culture work efficiently. Acquiring technology, distributing the information and 

processing of commercialization will be effectively managed in vertical culture. 

Individualismj indicates the level of individualism culture in the recipient country j. 

In individualism country, interest of the individual are respected. People are educated and 

trained to find something new for their interest and acquire it. National system encourage 

people seek their own interest. Therefore, individualism is expected to absorb more 

transferred technology. 

Masculinityj refers to the level of masculinity culture in the recipient country j. The 

country with high level of masculinity is more conservative and thus, it is expected that 

masculinity in the recipient country has negative effect on technology transfer. 

Uncertainty Acceptancej, represents the low level of uncertainty avoidance in the 

recipient country j. Technology transfer is not always succeeded. It is uncertain and does 

not guarantee the success of commercialization. The country with high level of 

uncertainty acceptance overcomes the burden of the technology transfer and thereby 

technology transfer is more actively occurred. 

Long-term Orientationj indicates the level of Long-term orientation culture in the 

recipient country j. In the country with long-term orientation culture, people consider 

long-term future. Long-term development has higher value than short-term return. 
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Technology transfer often requires much time. Thereby, Long-term orientation is 

expected to have positive effect on technology transfer. ,

STCapacityjk, HumanCapitalj and Marketj are control variables. HumanCapitalj and 

STCapacityjk is the absorptive capacity of the technology. HumanCapitalj represents the 

level of education of the human resource in the recipient country j. STCapacityjk refers to 

Science and Technology capacity in industry k in country j. STCapacityjk also represents 

the innovation condition in country j for industry k. The country which has higher level of 

human capital and science and technology capacity is expected to successfully receive 

more technology. 

Marketj represents the market size in the recipient country j. As market size is bigger, 

more business opportunities are exist. Market size of the recipient country j is expected to 

have positive effect on technology transfer. 
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Model 21.4.2

Model 2 accounts for the moderating effect of national culture. In the model, it is 

analyzed how national culture moderates the relationship between technology 

characteristics and technology transfer. 

The model is expressed as follows: 
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Where Trijk represents technology transfer from the source country i to recipient 

country j for industry k. Complexityk and Tacitnessk refer to complexity and tacitness of 

technology separately in industry k. STCapacityjk is absorptive capacity and innovation 
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condition in country j for industry k. HumanCapitalj and Marketj indicate human capital 

and market size in the recipient country j separately. Verticalj, Individualismj, Masculinityj, 

Uncertainty Acceptancej, Long-term Orientationj are the national culture in the recipient 

country j.

Complexityk�Verticalj,, Complexityk�Individualismj,, Complexityk�Masculinityj,,

Complexityk�Uncertaintyj, Complexityk�LongtermOrientationj, are interaction term between 

complexity of the technology in industry k and national culture in recipient country j. γ

indicates coefficient of interaction term between complex and five dimension of national 

cultures. It shows how national culture moderates the effect of technology complexity on

technology transfer. 

Tacitnessk�Verticalj,, Tacitnessk�Individualismj,, Tacitnessk�Masculinityj,,

Tacitnessk�Uncertaintyj, Tacitnessk�LongtermOrientationj, are interaction term between 

tacitness of the technology in industry k and national culture in recipient country j. δ 

indicates coefficient of interaction term between complex and five dimension of national 

culture. It shows how national culture moderates the effect of technology tacitness on 

technology transfer. 

Based on equation (2), moderating effect of each national culture is calculated as 

follows;
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Moderating effect of national culture on complexity is calculated using coefficient of 

complexity β2 and coefficient of interaction term between complex and five dimension of 

national cultures γ.
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Moderating effect of national culture on tacitness is calculated using coefficient of 

complexity β3 and coefficient of interaction term between complex and five dimension of 

national cultures δ.
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Data1.5

For research in this chapter, data from 46 countries7 acquired in 2010 is analyzed. 

Cross-sectional data of every industry was constructed so that 874 observations were 

analyzed. 

Technology Transfer 1.5.1

The data of the international technology transfer in our model is acquired from the 

European Patent Office’s (EPO) World Patent Statistics Database (PATSTAT). Data have 

been extracted from patent application filed from 2010. PATSTAT contains over 70 

million patent documents collected from more than 90 patent offices. PATSTAT includes

patent information on patent description, basic bibliometric, national classification and 

the international patent classification (IPC).

In this essay, the duplicated patent, which is filed in several countries, is used as a 

proxy of technology transfer. The country, where the priority office is located, is counted 

as the source country and the country where, the duplicate office is located, is the 

recipient country. This method to measure technology transfer is based on Dechezleprêtre 

et al. (2015)’s research and Haščič and Johnstone (2011)’research

                                           
7 Austrlia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Colombia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, 

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Indonesia, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Malaysia, 

Malta, Mexico, Morocco, Netherland, Norway, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Republic of Korea, 

Romania, Russian Federation, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, 

Turkey, United Kingdom, USA
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The use of patent data as a proxy of international technology transfer has limitations. 

It doesn’t not reflect exact and sufficient technology transfer. However, because of the 

lack of measurement of international technology transfer at national level, the duplicated 

patent is used as a proxy of international technology transfer in some researches on 

international technology transfer (Dechezleprêtre et al., 2015; Haščič & Johnstone, 2011). 
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Table 12. Industry classification for technology transfer

Industry ISIC rev.3.1

Food products, Beverages 15

Tobacco 16

Textile 17

Apparel 18

Footwear 19

Paper 21

Printing and publishing 22

Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel 23

Chemicals and Chemical Products 24

Rubber and Plastics Products 25

Basic Metals 27

Fabricated Metal Products 28

Machinery and Equipment 29

Office, Accounting and Computing machinery 30

Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 31

Radio, Television and Communication Equipment 32

Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments 33

Motor Vehicles, Trailer and Semi-Trailers 34

Other Transport Equipment 35
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Complexity 1.5.2

Data of complexity is employed by Von Graevenitz’s research (Von Graevenitz, 2011). 

Technology complexity is widely accepted notion but is difficult to be measured. 

Kusunoki, Nonaka, and Nagata (1998) and Wesley M Cohen et al. (2000) researched to 

measure the technology complexity and proposed the measure of industry complexity 

under international standard industrial classification(ISIC) using qualitative information. 

Their researches are develop by following researchers. Shapiro (2001), Hall (2004) and 

von Graevenitz et al. (2011) found that patent is increased in complex industries. They 

introduced ‘patent thicket’, a dense of patent overlapped as a method of measuring 

technology complexity. In 2011, von Graevenitz et al. (2011) firstly provided new method, 

‘triple’, to measure technology complexity. One triple indicates that three firms are linked 

in terms of patent acquisition. 

Figure 8. Measure of Complexity (source: von Graevenitz et al, 2001)
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Table 13. Complexity of industry

Industry ISIC rev.3 Complexity

Food products, Beverages 15 0.07

Tobacco 16 0.58

Textile 17 2.68

Apparel 18 0.58

Footwear 19 0.58

Paper 21 3.93

Printing and publishing 22 9.08

Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel 23 7.85

Chemicals and Chemical Products 24 6.41

Rubber and Plastics Products 25 1.55

Basic Metals 27 1.55

Fabricated Metal Products 28 11.46

Machinery and Equipment 29 7.38

Office, Accounting and Computing machinery 30 18.79

Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 31 20.63

Radio, Television and Communication Equipment 32 49.38

Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments 33 20.28

Motor Vehicles, Trailer and Semi-Trailers 34 12.57

Other Transport Equipment 35 1.02
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Tacitness1.5.3

Data of tacitness is employed by S.Brusoni’s research. Tacitness versus 

codification are one of the popular research topic in innovation researches. However, the 

measurement of tacitness was challenging. Thus only a few papers attempted to measure 

the codification of tacit knowledge (Brusoni, Marsili, & Salter, 2005). The level of tacit 

knowledge does not sufficiently explored, especially technology across different 

technologies. They surveyed firms which have more than 10 employees. A total of 3299 

firms were responded. A response rate of the survey was 71%. 

.
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Table 14. Tacitness of industry

Industry ISIC rev.3

Food products, Beverages 15 1.74

Tobacco 16 1.74

Textile 17 1.5

Apparel 18 1.5

Footwear 19 1.5

Paper 21 1.71

Printing and publishing 22 1.85

Coke, Refined Petroleum Products and Nuclear Fuel 23 2.6

Chemicals and Chemical Products 24 2.6

Rubber and Plastics Products 25 1.84

Basic Metals 27 1.86

Fabricated Metal Products 28 1.5

Machinery and Equipment 29 1.98

Office, Accounting and Computing machinery 30 2.14

Electrical Machinery and Apparatus 31 2.14

Radio, Television and Communication Equipment 32 2.14

Medical, Precision and Optical Instruments 33 2.14

Motor Vehicles, Trailer and Semi-Trailers 34 1.62

Other Transport Equipment 35 1.62
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National Culture1.5.4

The data for national culture is obtained by the Hofstede’s research (2010). Geert 

Hofstede conducted one of the most comprehensive studies on national culture. The 

research investigated national culture using survey and world-wide case studies and 

explained how individual, workplace and social system are influenced by national culture 

and functioned differently. 

His first study on national culture was conducted in 1967. He surveyed employees who 

worked in IBM in 40 countries. In 1973, the research target countries were expanded and 

employees in more than 70 countries responded to his survey. In the first study, he 

categorized national culture by four dimension; vertical versus horizontal, collectivism 

versus individualism, masculinity versus feminity and uncertainty avoidance versus 

uncertainty acceptance. After the initial studies, he conducted comprehensive study how 

children are educated at school and home, how they think and communicate each other, 

respect for other people, and how social system is organized in each cultural dimension. 

His study is continually updated. In 1990, he introduced ‘long-term orientation versus 

short-term normative orientation’ as the fifth dimension of national culture. In 2010, he 

reported the updated research with sixth dimension of national culture – indulgence 

versus restraint. 

The use of Hofstede’s research has limitations. Hofstede’s research is criticized that 

it is too old. However, it is still widely used because national culture has very low 
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depreciation rate. Some researchers insists that national culture is the inheritance from 

previous generation. It is accumulated over generations. It is impossible that national 

culture is selectively inherited to next generation(Guiso, Sapienza, & Zingales, 2006).

The nature of national culture also indicates that individuals have less control over the 

influence of national culture(Guiso et al., 2006). The race, family and ethnicity of 

individual is given when they are born. Individuals are educated and socialized in the 

given society (Taylor & Wilson, 2012). Therefore, changing of national culture is difficult. 

Because of this reason, Hofstede argue that national culture is retained more than 50 years 

(Hofstede & Fink, 2007).

He insists that individuals have less control over their culture over other social 

capital. Individuals cannot alter their ethnicity, race or family history. Because of the 

difficulty of changing culture and its low depreciation rate, culture is largely a given to 

individuals throughout their lifetimes (Taylor & Wilson, 2012). Regarding the criticism, 

Hofstede also argue that national culture is changed more than 50 years(Hofstede & Fink, 

2007). He also emphasized that the strong correlations, found in recent researches using 

the data of his study, provide the evidence that the data on his study is still explainable. 

Another criticism is that the data is collected by IBM employees. However, Hofstede

explained that he surveyed same questionnaires to other employees who work in other 

firms over 30 countries and have similar average score (Hofstede, 2011). 
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Human Resources 1.5.5

Human capital is obtained from Barro and Lee (2010)’s research. In comparison with 

previous key variables – complexity and tacitness of technology, and national culture –

human capital is studied in many literatures because human capital is one of the important 

input for economic and social development.

In early studies, human capital is measured by school enrollment rations or literacy 

rates (Barro, 1991; P. M. Romer, 1990). It is widely used proxy but insufficient to 

measure stock of human capital. 

Barro and Lee (2013) developed previous literature on human capital and provided 

new measurement of human capital stock. They constructed human capital stock using 

educational attainment across countries at 5-year interval from 1960 to 2000. Educational 

attainment of population over 15 years is used to build human capital stock. They 

continually updated human capital stock and provides human capital stock from 1950 to 

2010 in 146 countries.  

In most papers, educational attainment is used as a proxy of human capital. A number 

of studies have measured educations attainment across countries and investigated the 

relationship between economic growth and human capital.
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Science and Technology Innovation Capacity1.5.6

Science and technology innovation capacity is measured by patent counts. Patents are 

not the direct measurement of science and technology innovation capacity. However, 

patents creation have been found to be strongly correlated with innovation activity (Artz 

et al., 2010; Griliches, 1998). Therefore, patent is used as a proxy of science and 

technology innovation capacity. Research and development expenditure is also used as a 

proxy of science and technology innovation. While patent is the output of science and 

technology innovation efforts, research and development expenditure is input for science 

and technology innovation capacity. Therefore, both are widely used as a proxy of science 

and technology innovation capacity. However, in this chapter, patent is used as a proxy 

because it is available for more countries. The patent data is acquired from European 

Patent Office PATSTAT. 

Market Size 1.5.7

The data of market size in the recipient country, measured by GDP per capita, were 

provided by World Bank World Development Indicator database. GDP were calculated 

based on 2011 constant purchasing power parity in US dollars. 
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Descriptive statistics of each variables are presented in table 15. 

Table 15. Descriptive Statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Min Max

TTij 874 472.41 0.00 7708.00 472.41

Complexityk 874 11.59 0.07 9.28 49.38

Tacitnessk 874 0.33 0.40 1.12 1.50

Marketj 874 31348.23 17136.30 5638.21 90790.80

ST Capacityjk 874 569.49 0.00 9725.85 569.49

Human Capitalj 874 10.59 1.78 4.96 13.18

Verticalj 874 63.61 22.95 16.00 109.00

Individualismj 874 52.57 22.68 13.00 91.00

Masculinityj 874 51.35 21.21 5.00 110.00

Uncertainty Acceptancej 874 53.50 23.77 8.00 112.00

Longterm Orientationj 874 50.67 22.27 13.00 100.00
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Results1.6

This essay analyzed the effect of technology characteristics and national culture on 

technology transfer. Technology transfer is measured by patent, which is count data. Thus, 

poisson or negative binominal method is appropriate for the analysis. To find more 

appropriate method, overdispersion of dependent variable, technology transfer, is 

examined. Figure 9 shows distribution of technology transfer. It confirms that technology 

transfer is overdispersed. Therefore, the data is analyzed using negative binominal. 

Figure 9. Distribution of technology transfer
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Results for model 11.6.1

Table 14 shows the effect of technology characteristics and national culture, in the 

recipient countries, on technology transfer. 

Table 16. Technology Transfer and the characteristics of technology 

Variable Coefficient Std. Error

Complexityk -0.00975** 0.00469

Tacitnessk -1.31595*** 0.160267

Marketj 0.00003*** 0.00006

ST Capacityj 0.00221*** 0.000294

Human Capitalj 0.01659 0.040662

Verticalj 0.00986*** 0.002623

Individualismj 0.03921*** 0.003594

Masculinityj -0.00672** 0.003033

Uncertainty Acceptancej 0.01128*** 0.002371

Longterm Orientationj 0.03490*** 0.002761

* Asterisks denote levels of significance: *** at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%

In table 14, both technology characteristics is shown as negative. The results are 

consistent with previous researches on knowledge transfer. Researchers who have studied 

on knowledge and transfer insist that complex and tacit knowledge is more difficult to 
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transfer because it requires more time and information. Especially, many previous 

researchers emphasized the importance of tacit knowledge. However, it is rarely analyzed 

how the level of tacit knowledge hinder technology transfer. At firm level, with counts of 

words in documents, the role of tacit knowledge is studied in a few papers. But at 

industrial level, the effect of tacit knowledge is not sufficiently investigated. 

Five dimension of national culture also significantly affect technology transfer as 

expected. The national culture coefficient associated with vertical, individual, uncertainty 

acceptance, long-term orientation culture is positive while coefficient associated with 

masculinity culture is negative.  

Vertical culture means how organizations in the recipient countries work efficiently. In 

the vertical culture, the role and power of each members are clearly defined. Technology 

is not transferred by the person to person communication. For technology transfer,

organization, i.e. business partners’ organization is important. Delivering message 

acquired from partner, allocating assignment, and implementing each process for 

technology process are organically and efficiently proceeded in vertical culture. 

The results regarding individual culture support previous researches on innovation 

and individualism. Individual culture represent the respect of individual interest. Many 

researchers found that innovation is more actively created in individual culture. In 

individual culture, people are educated to search something new, explore new channel. 

National system is also built to encourage and support various kind of interest. This 

culture seems to positively affect technology transfer. While vertical culture in the 
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recipient countries foster technology transfer in terms of technology implementation stage, 

individual culture receive more technology in terms of technology creation stage. 

The effect of masculinity on technology transfer consisted with previous literature on

masculinity. The results confirms that the conservative culture which shown in 

masculinity culture plays a barrier of technology transfer. 

The coefficient associated with uncertainty acceptance and long-term orientation is 

significantly positive. Complex and tacit technology has higher risk. In addition, those 

technology require more time to transfer. Many previous literatures on knowledge 

transfer explains that tacit and complex knowledge is much more difficult to be

transferred. 

Technology transfer and commercialization of transferred technology is uncertain task. 

Even if the business entities give their time and efforts to transfer the technology, it does 

not guarantee the success of technology transfer. After the technology is successfully 

transferred, it also doesn’t guarantee the success of commercialization. Therefore, long-

term oriented culture and uncertainty taking culture are important factors for technology 

transfer. 

Among five dimensions of national culture, individualism and long-term orientation is 

highly effective factors in acquiring technologies. Masculinity culture shows the least 

effective factors.  
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Results for model 21.6.2

Results in table 15 show the moderating effect of national culture on technology 

transfer. Columns 11 through 20 show the interaction terms. 

The results shows that only vertical and long-term orientation culture moderate the 

negative effect of technology complexity on technology transfer while other cultural 

dimensions, individualism, masculinity and uncertainty acceptance working 

independently. The effect of tacitness on technology transfer is not moderated by cultural 

factors. In short, vertical and long-term orientation cultures additionally affect technology 

transfer by moderating the acceptance of technology characteristics. 

In vertical culture, people has higher ability to aware ‘who have which role’. People 

are familiar with capturing the structure and processing the information under the 

recognized structures. Therefore, people in vertical culture have higher ability to 

understand complex structure of transferred technology. 

Transfer of complex technology requires more time and efforts. Long-term orientation 

culture consider that future goal has more value. National system is also set up to support

long-term value. Therefore, acquiring complex technology is more encouraged in long-

term culture. 
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Table 17. Moderating effect of national culture on technology characteristics

Variable Coefficient Std. Error

Complexityk -0.07312** 0.03050

Tacitnessk -2.04980** 0.86103

Marketj 0.00003*** 0.00027

ST Capacityj 0.00229*** 0.00027

Human Capitalj 0.01226 0.00031

Vertical 0.01131 0.00020

Individual 0.02584** 0.00021

Masculinity -0.00287 0.00758

Uncertainty Avoidance 0.01153 0.00821

Long-term Orientation 0.01804** 0.00879

Complexity x Verticalj 0.00048* 0.00682

Complexity x Individualismj 0.00031 0.00687

Complexity x Masculinityj -0.00016 0.00001

Complexity x Uncertainty Acceptancej -0.00013 0.04068

Complexity x Longterm Orientationj 0.00060*** 0.00030

Tacitness x Verticalj -0.00436 0.00972

Tacitness x Individualismj 0.01049 0.01090

Tacitness x Masculinityj -0.0017 0.01139

Tacitness x Uncertainty Acceptancej 0.00064 0.00871

Tacitness x Longterm Orientationj 0.01034 0.00911

* Asterisks denote levels of significance: *** at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%
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In table 15, masculinity has no impact on international technology transfer while 

positively affect on international technology transfer in table 14 in 1.6.1 results for model 

1. To accurately analyzed the effect of masculinity on international technology transfer, 

model 2 is additional estimated excluding unsiginificant moderating variables. 

Table 16 shows results of each model. (1) is the results of model 1, (2) is the results of 

model 2 including all moderating variables and (3) is the results of model 2 excluding 

unsignificant variables. In column (1) the coefficient of masculinigy is -0.00672 and 

significant and in conlumn (3), the coefficient is -0.00624 and also significant while in 

column (2), the coefficient of masculinigy is insignificant. When the results of (1), (2) 

and (3) is compared, it confirms that masculinity negatively influenc on international 

technology transfer. 
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Table 18. The effect of national culture on international technology transfer

Variable (1) (2) (3)

Complexityk -0.00975** -0.07312** -0.07729***

Tacitnessk -1.31595*** -2.04980** -1.75697***

Marketj 0.00003*** 0.00003*** 0.00003***

ST Capacityj 0.00221*** 0.00229*** 0.00223***

Human Capitalj 0.01659 0.01226 0.01192

Vertical 0.00986*** 0.01131 0.00515

Individual 0.03921*** 0.02584** 0.04053***

Masculinity -0.00672** -0.00287 -0.00624**

Uncertainty Avoidance 0.01128*** 0.01153 0.01105***

Long-term Orientation 0.01804** 0.02020**

Complexity x Verticalj 0.00048* 0.00061**

Complexity x Individualismj 0.00031

Complexity x Masculinityj -0.00016

Complexity x Uncertainty 

Acceptancej

-0.00013

Complexity x Longterm 

Orientationj

0.00060*** 0.00054***

Tacitness x Verticalj -0.00436 -0.00007

Tacitness x Individualismj 0.01049

Tacitness x Masculinityj -0.0017

Tacitness x Uncertainty 

Acceptancej

0.00064

Tacitness x Longterm Orientationj 0.01034 0.00891
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* Asterisks denote levels of significance: *** at 1%, ** at 5%, and * at 10%

To clarify the moderating effect, using the coefficient of technology complexity, 

interaction term between technology characteristics and national culture, moderating 

effects are calculated. The coefficients of technology characteristics and interaction term 

between technology characteristics and national culture apply to the equation (3) so that a

moderating effect is calculated. 

The coefficient of technology complexity, β2, is - 0.11517, the coefficient of interaction 

term between technology complexity and vertical culture, γ1, is 0.00048, and the 

coefficient of interaction term between technology complexity and vertical culture, γ2, is

0.00060.

Therefore, moderating effect of vertical and long-term orientation is as follows; 

Moderating effect of national clulture on Complexity 

      =  Complexityk (β2 + γ1Verticalj + γ2 Individualismj + γ3Masculinityj

          + γ4Uncertaintyj + γ5Long-term Orientationj) 

=  Complexityk (-0.11517 + 0.00048�Verticalj + 0.0006�Long-term Orientationj) 

where, 

11 ≤ Verticalj ≤ 104

13 ≤ Long-term orientationj ≤ 100

As shown in table 17, the range of vertical culture is from 11 to 104 and long-term 

orientation is from 13 to 100. Therefore, the range for moderating effect of vertical is 
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from 0.0053 to 0.0501 and the range for moderating effect of long-term orientation is 

from 0.007796 to 0.05997. It indicates that electricity of moderating effect of national 

culture on long-term orientation on technology complexity is higher than vertical culture. 

(Figure 10)

Table 19. Moderating effect of national culture on complexity 

National culture Min Mean Max

Vertical 0.005304 0.02719 0.05015

Long-term Orientation 0.007796 0.03039 0.05997

Figure 10. Elastcity of moderating effect of vertical and long-term orientation on 

Complexity
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When the recipient countries have vertical culture, the range for the total effect of 

complexity on technology transfer is from -0.0654 to -0.01206. When the recipient 

countries have long-term orientation culture, the range for the total effect of complexity 

on technology transfer is from -0.0653 to -0.0131. When the level of vertical culture and 

long-term culture is low, effect of both culture on technology transfer show a slight 

difference, but the difference becomes bigger when the level of both culture is high. 

Figure 11 illustrates the elasticity of complexity in vertical culture and long-term 

orientation. It shows that complexity has higher elasticity in long-term orientation than 

vertical culture. 
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Table 20. Total effect of complexity using moderating effect 

National culture Min Mean Max

Vertical -0.0654089 -0.042451985 -0.0205643

Long-term Orientation -0.065328 -0.042735 -0.013154 

Figure 11. Total effect of complexity in vertical and long-term orientation culture
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Country choice for technology transfer1.6.3

From the results in section 1.6.1, 1.6.2, it confirms that national culture of the 

recipient countries affect technology transfer. Among them, the effect of vertical culture 

and long-term orientation culture on technology transfer is differentiated by the level of 

technology complexity. 

The total effect of vertical culture and long-term orientation culture is calculated as 

follows; 

Total effect of vertical culture

      =  Verticalj ( β7 + γ1Complexityk) 

=  Verticalk (0.01131 + 0.00048� Complexityk) 

where,  

0.07 ≤ Complexityk ≤ 49.38

Total effect of long-term orientation

      =  Long-term orientationj ( β11 + γ5Complexityk) 

= Long-term orientationj ( 0.0180 + 0.0006� Complexityk) 

where,  

0.07 ≤ Complexityk ≤ 49.38

The range for the total effect of vertical culture is from 0.113438 to 0.0240150 and the 

total effect of long-term orientation is on technology transfer is from 0.018086 to 
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0.047657 because of the range of the complexity. While the total effect of vertical long-

term orientation is moderated by complexity, the effect of other national culture is 

constant. 

Table 21. Total effect of national culture using moderating effect of complexity

National culture Min Mean Max

Vertical 0.0113438 0.0157856 0.0240150 

Individualism 0.025838 0.025838 0.025838

Masculinity -0.00287 -0.00287 -0.00287

Uncertainty Acceptance 0.01153 0.01153 0.01153

Long-term Orientation 0.018086 0.023611 0.047657 

When the level of technology complexity is low, among five dimensions of national 

culture, individualism is more powerful culture on technology transfer while the vertical 

culture has low influence. When the level of technology transfer complexity is high, 

among five dimensions of national culture, long-term orientation is the more determinant 

factors. Individualism and vertical culture has similar effect on technology transfer. The 

increase in the effect of vertical and long-term orientation culture on technology transfer 

is caused by the moderating effects. 

Using the national culture level of 46 countries and the total effect of national culture 

in table 19, the proper country of technology transfer, depending on the level of 
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technology complexity is investigated. As technology complexity becomes higher, 

Germany, Japan, Republic of Korea etc. becomes more appropriate as a recipient 

countries because they have higher level of long-term orientation culture. 
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Figure 12. Technology Complexity and technology transfer 
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Conclusion1.7

This chapter investigated the role of technology characteristics – complexity and 

tacitness - and national culture – vertical, individual, masculinity, long-term orientation, 

uncertainty acceptance - in technology transfer across border. Technology transfer across 

border provides new business opportunity to firms which develop technology. However,

technology transfer across border is challenging. Technology is the accumulated asset of 

tangible and intangible knowledge. Therefore, technology transfer required knowledge-

based approach. In addition, the recipient countries have different culture which influence 

on their working style, process of information, attitudes to new idea etc. Accordingly, 

national culture influence technology transfer and moderate the relations between 

technology characteristics and technology transfer. However, the role of technology 

characteristics and national culture in technology transfer, especially across border is not 

sufficiently explored. 

The results in this chapter shows that complexity and tacitness of technology hinder 

technology transfer. National culture also affects technology transfer and moderates the 

negative influence of technology characteristics on technology transfer. In short, this 

essay confirms that technology characters and national culture play important role in 

technology transfer across border. 

The results in this essay provides several implications for the success of technology 

transfer. First, when technology transfer is decided, it is essential to identify the 
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characteristic of target technology. If the technology has high level of complexity and 

tacitness, the efforts to make the target technology more simple and codified is required. 

Second, when the characteristics of technology is identified, the appropriate country 

for the technology is searched. When the technology has high level of complexity, the 

country which have high level of long-term orientation and vertical culture is more 

suitable as the recipient countries. Both of them, long-term orientation is more powerful 

determinant for the success of technology transfer. Their culture and social system 

reduces the risk of the complex technology. Vertical culture also helps the recipient 

countries understand the structure of technology and efficiently implement technology for 

the commercial purpose. 

If the country has low level of complexity, the country which have individual country, 

is more appropriate as the recipient countries. Their openness to transferred technology, 

business partner and the various interest in the individualism society accelerating

technology transfer. Figure 12 in section 1.6.3 shows which country has better fit to 

transfer technology depending on the level of complexity. 

If the technology is transferred to countries where doesn’t fit to technology, the 

strategy is required to overcome the cultural barrier. For example, when the recipient 

country has collectivism culture, it will be helpful to work with organization which have 

individual culture. Or providing benefits to group will trigger technology transfer. 

This chapter found that technology characteristics and national culture affect

technology transfers. However, the role of technology characteristics and national culture 
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is still not sufficiently answered. In future research, it should be more explored. The 

technology transfer strategy considering technology characters and national culture is also 

meaningful to successfully transfer technology. 
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Limitations 1.8

This essay investigated the effect of national culture and technology characteristics on 

international technology trasnfers based on knowledge transfer approach. For this, this 

essay provides new classification of technology using knowledge-based approach and 

evidence that national culture effects and technology characteristics on international 

technology transfer. While providing implications and contributions for setting 

international technology transfer strategy, this essay has several limitations that future 

research in international technology transfer and national culture will help to address. 

First, This essay To measure national culture, this essay employs Hofstede’s research. 

His study covers 76 countries in various regions i.e. Middle East, Africa, Latin America 

etc. Therefore, the study using Hofstede’s data provides more generalized evidence on the 

role of national culture. 

However, as explained in 1.2.2, the data is reported 1980s and 1990s. Hofstede’s data 

of national culture is criticized that it is too old. This criticism is reasonable. However, as 

mentioned above, the lack of available date, this essay employs Hofstede’s data. In 2012 

Hofstede builds research center on national culture and surveys to measure national 

culture. It is expected that updated data of national culture is published. When the 

updated data of national culture is published and technology characteristics is measured 

more accurately, it is meaningful to exam the effect of national culture and technology 

characteristics on international technology transfer. 
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Second, this essay investigated international technoloty trasnfer at national level. As 

mentioned in 1.7 conclusion, the international technology transfer is moderated by 

technology tranasfer channel and partner. Future research, which further develop this 

essay and explore the international technology transfer in detail, will provides more 

meaningful implications for international technology transfer.
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Overall Conclusion

Summary and Contributions1.1

This dissertation presents two essays which analyze two channels of technology 

commercialization on global scale. The first essay analyzes the first channel, international 

trade (Essay I). The second essay analyzed the second channel, international technology 

transfer (Essay II). Technology flows across countries are affected by innovative factors 

at both home and partner countries. The first essay focuses on the role of domestic factors 

(Essay I) while the second essay focuses on the role of partner countries’ factors (Essay 

II).

Essay I is devoted to investigate the role of regulations in international trade by

focusing on static and dynamic effects. Using a comprehensive trade model, which 

incorporates knowledge creation model, this essay examines static effect of 

environmental regulation on trade performance (i.e. export and import) and compare 

static and dynamic effect of environmental regulations on export flows. The effects of 

environmental regulations on trade performance is examined by sectoral and the type of 

environmental regulations. 

The results suggest that environmental regulations have negative effect on export 

under static conditions but promote environmental innovation under dynamic conditions 

when regulations guarantee a long-term value. The effect of environmental innovation 

spills over compliance manufacturing sectors when the compliance sectors have higher 
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burden from regulations. The positive dynamic effects of environmental regulations 

doesn’t offset the negative static effect. Accordingly, environmental regulations harms 

exports. But it does not reach the conclusion that environmental regulations harm 

domestic manufacturing sectors because it limits imports. 

Essay II provides the analysis of the effect of national culture on technology transfer 

based on knowledge transfer approach. This essay identified technology characteristics –

complexity and tacitness – based on knowledge-based approach, and national culture. 

Using the concept of technology characteristics, this essay exams the direct effect, 

moderating effect and total effect of national culture on technology transfer. The effect of 

technology characteristics and national culture is investigated by sectoral. 

The results suggest that high level of complexity and tacitness of transferred 

technology negatively affect technology transfer. National culture directly influence on 

technology transfer and also moderates the effect of technology characteristics on 

technology transfer. It means that cultural barrier of technology transfer is exist. 

Therefore, depending on the technology characteristics, the appropriate countries for 

technology transfer is differentiated. If the recipient countries are not suitable for the 

transferred technology, the strategy is required to reduce the cultural barriers. 

The two essays presented in this dissertation analyze different channel of technology 

commercialization on global market. Therefore, it is difficult to formulate comprehensive 

implications based on all two essays. Nevertheless, through synthesizing the conclusion 

of each essay, general implications for technology commercialization on global scale can 
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be outlined. 

First, regulations have the negative effect on exports on the one hand, and induce 

innovation on the other hand. To induce innovation, the regulation reduce the market 

uncertainty and guarantee the sustainable benefits. Then, the spill-over effect of induced 

innovation partially offset the negative effect on exports. 

Second, national culture of the recipient countries should be considered to 

successfully transfer technology across border. National culture influences on people’s 

preference, attitude, working style etc. Consequently, national culture directly and 

indirectly influence on technology transfer by moderating the effect of technology 

characteristics on technology transfer.  

The purpose of the essay is to contribute to current research on technology 

commercialization in terms of global market. The essays focus on complex effect of 

domestic policy on export taking into account the endogenous characteristics of 

innovation, and national culture in the recipient countries on technology transfer taking 

into account technology characteristics. The essays implement a novel empirical approach 

and introduce new concepts. The results and conclusion of the essays provide a valuable 

insight into how domestic factors and the recipient countries’ factors influence on 

technology flows across border, which is not explored in the previous researches. This 

feature can encourage further empirical research on the important topics in this field. The 

approaches demonstrated and the results obtained in this dissertation will hopefully 

stimulate future research on related topics.
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Limitations and future research1.2

While providing implications and contributions for technology commercialization in 

international markets, this dissertation has several limitations that future research will 

help to address.

First, this dissertation analyze the role of domestic and international factors in 

international technology commercialization at national level. It provides generalized 

implications but doesn’t sufficiently reflect of sectoral specific characters. As shown in 

first essay, the effect of environmental regulations are differentiated in each industry. 

Therefore sectoral specific researches are required to investigate how sectoral characters 

influence on international trade and technology transfer.

Second, this dissertation has limitations of data use. In first essay, environmental

regulations use from 1996 to 2010. However, after 2010, environmental regulations 

becomes more stringent. In second essay, Hofstede’s five cultural dimension is used. The 

use of Hofstede is controversial. However, it is used in this dissertation because there are 

no better and available data. Therefore, the analysis using more up-dated and 

appropriated data will provide more accurate results. 
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Abstract (Korean)

기술혁신의 궁극적인 목적은 기술을 통해 기업의 이익과 국가 경제의 발전

을 추구하는 것이다. 이러한 중요성으로 인하여 기술 사업화에 대한 논의는

활발하게 이루어지고 있다. 기술 사업화의 범위, 촉진 요인, 지원 정책 등 기

술 사업화에 대한 논의는 기업 및 국가 차원에서 다양하게 이루어지고 있다.

본 연구에서는 이 중, 기술 개발이 완료된 이후 기술개발의 성과가 사업화

되는 방법을 국제관계로 확장하여 분석하였다. 기술개발의 성과가 이윤추구라

는 사업화 목적에 부합하게 해외로 나가는 방법은 제품화되어 해외 국가로 수

출하는 방법과 기술이전을 통한 해외 사업을 추진하는 두 가지 방법으로 분류

할 수 있다. 이에 본 논문에서는 수출과 기술이전에 대한 실증적 연구를 하였

다. 수출에 대한 연구에서는 국내 정책을 주요한 영향요소로 포함하여 분석하

였으며, 기술이전에 대한 연구에서는 해외 환경을 주요한 영향요소로 포함하

여 분석하였다.

첫 번째 에세이에서는 국내 정책과 수출, 특히 국내 규제 정책과 수출에

실증적 분석을 하였다. 기술정책, 혁신, 수출로 이어지는 일련의 과정에 대한

연구는 많이 이루어져 왔다. 혁신 지원 정책, 기술개발을 위한 노력들은 수출

을 촉진시키거나, 수출의 비중을 변화시켜왔다. 기존의 연구들은 기술개발과

수출의 관계를 규명하고, 주요 영향요소들을 식별하였다는 의의를 가진다. 그

러나 다른 한편으로는, 기술혁신을 지원을 받을 경우, 지원 받은 산업의 수출
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이 증가한다는 결론을 가지게 된다.

규제의 경우 상반된 영향을 가지게 된다. 규제 산업에 부정적인 영향을 미

치나, 다른 한편으로는 규제 분야의 기술혁신을 촉진한다. 동태적 환경에서 규

제로 촉진된 기술혁신의 성과는 다른 산업으로 파급되게 된다. 이와 같이 규

제는 정태적, 동태적으로 상반된 영향을 가지고 있으나, 이에 대한 실증적 연

구는 부족하다.

이에 첫 번째 에세이에서 최근 논란이 되고 있는 기후변화규제를 대상으로

하여, 환경규제가 제조업의 수출에 미치는 정태적 효과와 환경산업의 기술혁

신을 통해 파급되는 제조업의 수출에 미치는 동태적 효과를 분석하였으며, 정

태적 효과와 동태적 효과를 비교하였다. 또한 에너지 소비 성향에 따라 환경

규제의 영향이 차별화 되는지 살펴보았다. 환경규제는 최근 들어 비관세장벽

으로 수입에 영향을 준다는 주장도 제기 되고 있어, 수입에 미치는 영향도 함

께 분석하였다. 분석에는 1996년~2009년동안 19개 OECD 국가, 21개 산업의 패

널 데이터를 사용하였다.

두 번째 에세이에서는 기술이전과 기술특성 및 이전 대상국가의 문화요소

에 대한 실증분석을 하였다. 기존의 연구들은 이전 기술을 기술 수준에 따른

분류 high- technology, low-technology 로 분류하고 있으며, 과학기술 역량, 인적

자원 등 수여국의 흡수능력이 기술을 이전 받는 영향으로 분석하였다.

기술은 유�무형적 지식의 총체이다. 성공적으로 기술을 이전하기 위해서는

명시화 되어 있는 제품, 문서뿐 아니라 제품, 문서를 이해하고 활용할 수 있는

노하우가 필요하다. 또한 이를 관련된 다른 기술들과 연결하여 이해할 수 있
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는 능력도 필요하다. 이에 성공적인 기술이전을 위해서는 지식의 관점에서 기

술의 특성을 파악하는 것이 필요하다. 문화요소는 기술을 이해하고, 습득한 정

보를 처리하고, 새로운 문화를 받아들이는 개인, 조직, 사회적 성향에 영향을

미친다. 또한 기술이전의 목적이 해외로의 사업 확장이라는 관점에서, 문화요

소는 기술을 사업화하는 업무 환경 에 영향을 준다. 즉, 이전 대상 국가의 사

회문화는 해외 기술을 받아들이고 사업화하는 일련의 과정에 영향을 줄 뿐 아

니라, 이전 되는 기술에 내재되어 있는 정보를 파악하고 습득하는 역량에도

영향을 준다.

이에 두 번째 에세이 기술의 특성을 지식의 관점에서 새롭게 정리하고 분

류하여 그 영향을 분석하였으며, 이전 대상국가의 문화가 기술이전에 미치는

영향과 기술의 특성을 이해하는데 미치는 조절효과를 분석하였다. 분석 결과

를 바탕으로 기술의 특성과 상호 조응하는 국가 문화를 식별하였다. 또한 수

집된 데이터를 분석하여 기술의 특성에 따른 적합한 진출 국가를 도출하였다.

주요어 : 기술사업화, 국제교역, 기술이전, 환경규제, 국가문화
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